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Plant Coming To Murray

Kroger Company
Announces Plans
The Kroger Company food processing division will purchase the
former Tappan warehouse in Murray from the Tappan Co. it was announced today.
After extensive remodeling, the
building will be opened as a plant
for processing gelatin, drink
mixes and salted nuts late in 1982.
The property is located on a 6.4
acre site on N. 2nd St. near Spruce
St. The present 120,000 square foot
building will be enlarged to approximately 136,000 square feet,
the small creek at the side of the
property will be covered and the
area will then be utilized for an entry road and parking.
Construction is expected to
begin after the first of the year

with completion planned by the
last quarter of 1982. Approximately 100 people will be employed initially.
A company spokesman said
Murray is favorably located for
sugar based products such as
gelatins and drink mixes because
of its accessibility to receive cane
or beet sugar by rail, truck or
boat.
Murray's strategic location,
close to the Mississippi River and
only eight miles from Kentucky
Lake ports is important as
transportation costs exert a growing influence on the price of food.
"Murray offers a location which
is both closer to sources of supply
for the plai* and to the stores

Kroger is serving now and in the
future," it was noted by the company spokesman.
The geographic center of
Kroger's retail stores is steadily
shifting southward. Two-thirds of
new store facilities Kroger is
building hi 1981 are located En the
fast-growing sunbelt, the
spokesman poihted out.
The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce board of
directors and its executive director, Bill Teuton have worked for
man•,- months on securing the
Kroger operation for Murray.
The chamber has been assisted
by city and county officials as well
as local civic and business
leaders.

Parsons, Trevathan Elected To Arts Botird
Bill Parsons and Margaret
Trevathan, both of Murray, were
elected to the board of directors of
Kentucky Citizens For The Arts
(KCA) at a recent meeting in
Frankfort.
Parsons is the dean of the College of Creative Expression at
Murray State University.
Trevathan is librarian at
Calloway County Public Library.
Purpose of the KCA is to support
the interests of the arts in Kentucky and to serve as an advocate
to the public, including public
bodies, for the arts and artists of
Kentucky; to conduct educational
programs in support of and
related to the arts; and to encourage and to promote increased

funding fr6m public and private
sources,according to Trevathan.
The KCA appointed a
Legislative Committee and an
Arts In Education Committee.
KCA's first priority is to favor the
arts budget before the Kentucky
General Assembly and to support
the 33% percent Governors
Challenge Grant, Trevathan said.
The strategy of KCA will be to
focus on the economic impact of
the arts and the inherent need for
arts in Kentucky,she added.
Newly-elected KCA officers include Bernard Moorman, mayor
of Covington, president; Jim
Gray, Glasgow contractor, vice
president; Martin Newell, Appalshop, secretary; and Peter

Reynolds, Lexington Arts Council,
treasurer.
Other board of directors include
Philip Lanier, Steve Keeney,
Allan Cowen, Seretha Tinsley and
Brad Broe.cker, all of Louisville;
Foster Okermari and Bill Turnbull, both of Lexington; Gerri
Combs, Bowling Green; Elaine
Hays, London; R. Springer
Hoskins, Corbin; Betsy %/inters,
Pikeville; Chris Kellogg, Covington; Mike Watts, Paducah, Pat
Hughes, Henderson; Zoe
Chamness, Maysville; Elizabeth
Paxson, Morehead; Frank
Justice, Ashland; Mary Bryan
Hood and Tom Morton Jr., both of
Owensboro; Betty Mortion,
Hazard; and Blanche Trimble,
Tompkinsville.

Sharing The Meal...
Pilgrim settler Mary Warren Bartlett slices a piece of meat for her husband Robert Bartlett and
her sister Abagail Warren and visiting Wampanoag Indian, Pemaquoshim to partake of an early
Thanksgiving meal. The photo was made at Plimouth Plantation in Plymouth, Maas., which Ii a
replica of the first Pilgrim settlement on the Massachusetts shore
I AP 1 aaerphoto

Let Us Give Thanks. . .

Thanksgiving Celebration
Changes Through The Years
By STEVE WILSON
Associated Press Writer
PLYMOUTH, Mass. (API —
The Pilgrims and Indians who
celebrated the first Thanksgiving
360 years ago might be shocked to
see how the holiday is celebrated
in modern America.
For one thing, the original event
likely took place in October — not
November. And the main dish was
probably venison, not turkey.
"The Pilgrims would have been
horrified to hear it called
Thanksgiving," said Jim Baker,
research ',librarian for Plimoth
Plantation, an exhibit depicting
Pilgrim life in the 1600s.
"A thanksgiving was one of
three allowable church holidays in
the calendar, a very specifically
defined event. It was a declared
holiday to go to church all day. It
was like a sabbath, with no games
or recreation.
"The whole thing today would
have struck them as kind of odd,"
Baker said. "First you can't have
a harvest in New England in late
November. Second, it's a secular
event."
Laurence Pizer, director of the
Pilgrim Society here, Says the
first celebration apparently took
place in mid-October of 1621.
When 102 passengers of the
Mayflower landed in Plymouth -originally spelled Plimoth — on
Dec. 21, 1620, they didn't realize
how tough it would be to establish
the first successful colony in the
New World.
Half of them died during the
first terrible winter, but in the spring they met Squanto, the last surviving member of the Patuxet Indian tribe, which had been wiped
out by a plague. They learned to
plant corn, catch herring for fertilizer and tap maple trees for sap.
The colony thrived during the first

Home Gutted...
The mobile home of Danny Rogers, N. 4th
Street, was destroyed by fire Tuesday night.
Ten Murray firefighters responded to the fire
with two trucks.
The home was fully engulfed when firemen
arrived and was a total loss. Fire inspector
Phil Owens said a portable heating unit is
suspected as the cause of the fire, which
originated in the living room.
No one was at home at the time of the fire.

Staff Photos by Gene McCutcheon

TO ALL YE PILGRIMS
Inasmuch as the great Father has given us this year an
abundant harvest of Indian corn, wheat, beans, squashes
and garden vegetables, and has made the forests to
abound with game and the sea with fish and clams, and inasmuch as He has protected us from the ravages of the
savages, has spared us from pestilence and disease, has
granted us freedom to worship God according to the dictates of our own conscience; now, I, your magistrate, do
proclaim ,that all ye Pilgrims, with your wives and little
ones, do gather at ye meeting house, on ye hi!, betseen the
hour of 9 and 12 in the day time, on Thursday, November
ye 29th of the year of our Lord one thousand six hundred
and twenty-three and the third year since ye Pilgrims
landed on ye Pilgrim Rock, there to listen to ye pastor, and
render thanksgiving to ye Almightly God for all His blessings.
William Bradford
Ye Governor of ye Colony
summer. Grateful for a plentiful
harvest, Gov. William Bradford
called for a celebration.' The 50 Pilgrims invited the
Wampanoag Indians to join them,
and Chief Massasoit brought 90
braves and five deer with him.
The festival lasted until the food
ran out — at least three days.
Besides,venison, they feasted on
turkey, cod, sea bass, wild fowl,
pumpkin, squash, Jerusalem artichoke, beach iyhtms, beans and
COM.
Despite the success of the first
festival, the Pilgrims and Indians
were not back for a harvest bash
the next year.
The next year they had a flop,
a bad harvest," Baker said. "The
Fortune, the second ship, arrived
next year without adequate provisions."
The Thanksgiving custom
spread from Plymouth to other

GOP Leaders, White House Search For Harmony
budget by more than $100 billion
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Republican congressional leaders over the next two years.
Senate Republican leader
and White House officials are tryHoward H. Baker Jr. of Tennessee
ing to get everyone "singing the
called a group of legislators and
same song and using the same
administration officials to his
numbers" to avoid disruption of
Capitpl office Tuesday to "get
government operations when an
the Sadie sheet:
interitifSpending'measure expires -Mr3/Vdd4y"
singing the same song and using
Dec. 15.
Administration officials are em- the same numbers," said a Senate
phasizing that PrsisKent Reagan's aide who asked not to
identified.
veto Monday of an emetgency
Congress did Reagan's bidding
spending bill and his orders to
Monday, sending him a measure
shut down non-essential parts of
putting the government back in
the government were an indicabusiness for three weeks and givtion of his resolve to slash the

ing both sides room for further
negotiation.
The interim measure providing
funds for executive branch agencies and the judiciary is necessary
be4ause Congress has passed and
Reagan has signed only the
thatgina r a ppritipriationt
provides money for congressional
operations.
- Part of the strategy for, the
legislators who met with Baker
will include getting final congressional action .on some of the
domestic spending bills before the
Dec. 15 deadline, 'shrinking the

sun's out!
Becoming partly sunny and
warmer today. Highs in the upper 50s to low 60s Increasing
cloudiness tonight. Lbws in the
mid to ,upper 40s

size of the next interim measure
That was the measure Reagan
Also, the group hopes to agree
vetoed Monday.
on a common set of budget
numbers.
In California, where Reagan is
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New England colonies, but for
many years there was no regular
national Thanksgiving Day in the
United States. President Lincoln
proclaimed the last Thursday in
November 1863 as a Thanksgiving
Day.
Plymouth will 'be the site of
Thanksgiving observances Thursday, but the modern-day Pilgrims
and Indians will nOt tw celebrating
together.
Townfolk arid visitors will
gather at Plymouth Rock for a reenactment of the Pilgrims' procession to worship, then attend an
ecumenical service and a public
turkey dinner at Memorial Hall.
But the Wampanoag tribe,
which for many years considered
Thanksgiving a day 'of mourning,
will for the second year in a row
observe a "Day of A• •akening,"
said John Peters, head of the
Massachusetts Commission on InWan Affairs.
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Representative Advocates
End To Tobacco Price Supports
WASHINGTON ( AP ) - A
sional challenges this fall, claim
Democratic representative from
its elimination will do nothing to
Wisconsin says President Reagan
stop tobacco use in the United
should end the tobacco price supStates and could have adverse
port program in the same way he
economic consequences. They say
is encouraging farmers in many
it would ultimately settle control
foreign countries to switch from
of the domestic tobacco crop in the
cultivating illegal narcotics to
hands of a few major corporations
growing more useful crops.
while possibly increasing tobacco
"If we can spend millions to
imports to the detriment of U.S.
kick the cocaine habit in the Andes
foreign trade balance.
and the opium habit in Asia, we
And the program's backers in
ought to be able to attack the
Congress disagree with Reuss that
tobacco habit intelligently on our
the federal policy encourages proown turf," said Rep. Henry Reuss, duction at a time when the governchairman of the Joint Economic
ment is trying to presuade people
Committee.
to stop using tobacco for health
"Why can't we do for farmers in
reasons.
North and South Carolina, KenThey point out that interest subtucky, Tennessee, Virginia, sidies on price support loans have
Georgia and other tobacco states
been halted and that the strict prowhat we already do for farmers in
duction controls actually limit the
Thailand, Boliria and Peru?".1 amount of tobacco grown in the
Reuss asked Budget Director
United States. They also say
David Stockman in a letter.
government supports, which keep
Supporter4 of the program, the price high, deter increased
which narrowly survived congrestobacco consumption while at the

same time provide substantial income to thousands of small
Southern farm families.
Reuss told Stockman the federal
government,instead of supporting
and preserving the domestic
tobacco industry, should help
tobacco farmers shift to production of other commodities as it has
done in Asia and South America in
helping farmers once reliant on
poppy and coca shift to more
socially benefical products.
In bolstering his request for action, Reuss cited the hundreds of
millions of dollars in federal financial commitment to the
long-standing price support program and the strict production
restraints that effectively keep
control of the domestic tobacco
crop in the hands of the holders of
some 500,000 acreage allotments.
"There is strong evidence that
public and congressional
tolerance for the tobacco support
program is waning," Reuss said.

SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS-Two sophomore music majors at Murray State University -oboist Scott
Alexander of McKenzie, Tenn., and vocalist Terri Taylor of Paducah (right)- are presented scholarships
awarded by the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Making the presentations are Karen Bolls
(left), Music Department chairman,and Vicki Travis,scholarship chairman. Alexander,son of Mr.and Mrs.
Ken Alexander, was awarded a ;200 first place scholarship, while Miss Taylor, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Taylor, was awarded a second place $100 scholarship. Following sophomore auditions, Alexander and
Miss Taylor were chosen by a selection committee made up of Murray State music faculty and members of
the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club. They were judged on excellence of performance and
scholastic standing.

Junior Chefs Tell Recipes
By DEBBYE HALE
instilled in him the kindergarten
Associated Press Writer
approach of following the dots:
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) "Add a litsy bitsy dot of salt, two
Yum yum. Your Thanksgiving
dots of sugar, one carrot, two
bird will taste just fine if you
tomatoes,two potatoes."
follow the proper directions:
The recipe of Heath Jackson, 6,
"Get the turkey at the grocery
starts at the beginning.
store. Clean it; wash it in the dish
"Go shoot a turkey in the field,"
washer. Put 50 pounds of salt inhe said. "Skin it. Stuff it with
side. Now cook it 32 hours."
. pickles and salad, one cup pepper.
That recipe by Andrea Johnson,
Cook it for three minutes. Eat it."
age 5, was shared with her
But where does one go to get a
kindergarten classmates and a
turkey? "At the zoo," said
reporter at Marked Tree Elemenclassmate Raynessia Chandler,5.
tary School. But it was not the last
"You turn the stove on to 9" to
word on birds.
get things started, said Audie
"Shoot a turkey. Leave feathers
Swan, 6. "You put any kind of
on it," said Amy Greene, 5. "Put
sauce on the turkey. Put a little bit
two carrots inside, one lettuce,
of pepper on it. Then put lemon
three eggs, four pounds butter, 10
juice on it, but not too much.
cups of sugar, 11 pounds of salt.
"Spray Pam on the pot, and put
"Cook him 12 minutes."
the kind of juice that you put on
That plan did not jibe with John
turkeys. Then, clean the dirt and
Buck Brewer's. The class has
the feathers off the turkey. Cook it

nine to 15 hours."
At Brady Primary School in Little Rock, there were different
approaches.
"Get an axe, and kill one, and
chop its neck off," said Ronnie
Barnes,5.
"Put it in the microwave for 40
minutes," said Chris Hall, 5. "You
cook it in the oven until the buzzer
goes off," said classmate Amy
Wright,5.
But what is a Thanksgiving
turkey without the trimmings?
The Brady children were not
caught off-guard.
"You put fruit on it," said
Cherlene Folly,5.
"First, put a little bit of spaghetti sauce or something on it," said
Heath Anderson, 6. "Put it in a •
pan and cook it for three minutes.
Say the blessing, and then you eat
it."

Falling Rates,Stablization
OfPricesGoodEconomicSigns
By The Associated Press
Interest rates are falling again
and prices are stabilizing, but
those good signs are the result of a
deepening decline in the economy.
On Tuesday, powerful Chase
Manhattan Bank undercut the rest
of the industry and reduced its
prime lending rate to 15.75 percent
from 16.5 percent, bringing the
prime to below 16 percent for the
first time in a year. Other big
banks followed with .16 percent
prime rates.
Corporations borrow less when
the economy sags, making more
money available and lowering the
cost of borrowing.
The U.S. economic slump also is
bringing down housing prices a
bit, and that was reflected in the
latest Consumer Price Index. The
government said Tuesday the CPI
rose just slightly in October -0.4

Tire
Clearance

percent -the smallest increase in
six months. If the rate continued
for 12 months it would amount to a
1.4 percent annual increase.
But the good economic news had
its roots in adversity. The
government reported Tuesday
that new orders for durable goods
- big items from cars to
refrigerators and snow-blowersplunged 8 percent in October. That
was the steepest monthly slide in
2',2 years.
And in Detroit, the U.S.
a utomakers delivered another
crushing sales report, saying
deliveries of new cars in the middle of this month plummeted 30.4
percent from the same time a
year ago. That was the lowest
mid-November sales level in 22
years.
The effect of all this on interest
rates will continue,said Lawrence

Chimerine, the chief economist
for Chase EconometilL Inc. He
predicted the prime wnld fall as
low as 14 percent in coming
months.
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Thanksgiving Day by Murray
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Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $24.50 per
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per year.
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Ladies

Panty Hose
Men's
Extra Heavy

2

For$1 5

$13.99

Flannel
Shirts -1

V Neck Or Collar Style

$11 088

100% Cotton

Velour
Shirts
$588

Bold Plaids

Last Call!!

Little
Boys
Size 4-7

Coats and
Jackets
Ladies Reg.
$46 to $56

$3788

Beigetones
Slight lrregs

Boys
Size 8-16

$688
$1288

Men's
Size S-M-L-Xll.

Assorted Solids • Machine Wash.
Girls
Reg.
$36 to $42

$2588

Quilt Boots

3Cr.

Men's
Reg.
$24.95

$1 944

Boys
Reg. $19.95

$1588

Built Tough at Prices Tough to Beat
,Steeler Whitewall
Rial

FASTRAH gtr..t.r
A78.13 Plus
1.50 F.E.T.

Size

Reg.
Price

Sale
Price

A78-13
878-13
E71314
F7814
078-14
G76-15
M78.15

37 95
42.95
46 95
49 95
51 95
52.95
55 95

24 97
2991

-

33.97
36 97
38 97
39 97
42 97

F.E.T.

SC of 4
- Savings

1.50
1.61
2.04
2.14
2.26
2.36
2.57

51.92
51.92
51.92
51.92
51 92
51 92
51 92

Ladies
Size 5-10
Reg. $5.99

Sleepwear

Men's

.97

P185/80R 13
Plus 1.91 F.E.T.

Insulated
Coveralls

•Ask Your Store For Complete Details
Sire

All Prices
Plus Tax and
Old Tire Off
Yew Car

P18518011 13
P2o5n5R-15
P2151758.15
P225,758-15
P2351758-15
P195/75R.14
P205175R.11

Reg.
Price

Sal*
Price

F.E.T.

Set of 4
Savings

88.95
107.95
111.95
117 95
126 95
101 95
105 95

57.97
76.97
60.97
86.97
95.97
70.97
74.97

1.91
2.50
214
2.85
3.05
2.26
2.25

123 92
123 92
123.92
123 92
123 92
123.92
123.92

Prices Good Through Saturday At ALL OTASCO Stores & Participating Dealers'

Bel Air Shopping Center
7S3-8391
4.

•

Poly Cotton
Twill
Poly Lined
Olive Wood

$488
Ladies

#1 In Tread Ratings*

24.97

[OfTtii[S_[CO
,

Pile Lined

Long
Gowns

Reg. $33.95
$2788

Fleece
Robes

Only$ 66
Reg. to $7

Only$

Reg.
06
6$14

P. N.HIRSC111,4);
0p
Olympic Plata, Murray

•

perspective
l'111•11K 3 II rdlnesda

Thanksgiving
prayer
PRAYER POEM FOR THANKSGIVING DAY
For your bountiful blessings
Throughout another year
And your watch-care over our goings
Both far and near - WE THANK YOU DEAR
GOD.

•

Wierray Ledger & Times

Novenawr 2s. pool

For strength to work
for our daily bread
For ways to pay the bills
Even if not to get ahead-WE THANK YOU DEAR
GOD.

dateline: murray

Dateline: Murray introduced by writers
In an attempt to provide readers
with information that won't fit in the
routine news pages we have
developed this column. Entitled,
Dateline: Murray, we plan to write
on Monday, Wednesday and Friday
of each week. Tuesday and Thursday
M.C. Garrott's, Garrott's Galley appears on this page.
We hope to address a variety of
Recently District Judge Sid Easley
sent us a copy of an article about
teenagers and auto accidents.
The facts we discovered were most
discouraging. According to a- study
by the All-Industry Research Advisory Committee teenagers and
young adults are involved in far more
automobile accidents than is proportional. Many times teens are injured
severely and even fatally. The committee is a research group represen-

You have cared for us,
And answered many prayers;
You are always with us,
In our joys and in our cares.
May the ties that bind us
ever be strong
As you guard,guide, protect us,
And keep us from wrong.
•••

So we are here together
Qn another Thanksgiving Day;
We are thankful and joyful
And so may we ever stay,

by phyllis .2 gene mccutch•on

along with some suggestions from
the article about dealing with young
drivers.

subjects both those upon which we
can agree and those we can't. In the
instances where we fail to agree, we
will each write a portion of that column.

*Alcohol and or drugs don't mix
well with driving, regardless of age.
However, statistics show them to be
a contributing factor in many accidents involving young drivers.
'At this age, many appear to have
an attitude of invincibility to death.
'At 16, many teens are in a period
of physical growth that may cause a

We welcome ideas and reader comments. They should be mailed in care
of the newspaper, P. 0. Box 1040,
Murray,Ky.42071.
ting insurance companies.
The higher insurance rate charged
this group is directly linked to the
number of accidents involving young
Americans,the article said.
After recounting some poignant
stories about teens who were severely injure° ana those who injured
others the article offered some
reasons teens may face more serious
accidents with autos. Several of those
appeared-very fitting and LUught 1
would pass them aim* -CO. Parente

May you protect each one
As we go our ways,
And may we each praise you
throughout our days.

teenager to have a poor or false conception of his or her physical abilities
or limitations.
Several suggestions offered
parents in assisting a young driver
include:
'Set a good example for teenagers.
Be sure teens are observing the right
things from parentsand other adults.
°Provide supervised driving practice for clildren and insist they take
driver's curses when they are

Looking back

ANIMINSIIMIIMOINOWN

LOOK AT THESE BILLS,YOUNG LADY— SIUDIE5 SHOW
IT COSTS $134,000 'Tb RAISE A CHILD
NOWADMS '34000 RA FOOD!
512..000 FOR CLONING! NNW() FOR
MEDICAL! ETC.ETC.ETC.!!!
WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO SAY

And finally when you call us
To Heaven above,
Help all to be comforted
And kept by your love.

Ten years ago—
Murray State University planned
dedication of its new Fine Arts
Center, named in honor of the late
Price Doyle, head of the department
from 193047,on Dec.5.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Diggs and their four children in
Hasel was destroyed by fire on Nov

FOR YOURSELF?

May we praise you then
As we praise you now
In the strength of your love
And your Holy Spirit's power.
Thanksgiving time is great;
Thanksgiving time is fun.
May we always be thankful
For all our great God has done.
WE THANK YOU DEAR GOD.
Jerrell G. White
;
V.

•

a vailable. However, driver's training
in itself may not be enough For example,the article said many driver's
education courses provide no practice in night time driving
Exercise parental control No
youngster must be allowed a license
until he or she has demonstratd the
responsibility to properly operate a
vehicle.
The article offered a final and what
we think a most helpful suggestion. It
said. "If your teenager is involved in
an accident or gets a ticket accompany him or her to traffic court.
The child needs to know that you care
and the judge will appreciate the opportunity to counsel with you.
Serious traffic accidents many
times affect more than drivers and
passengers. Whole families can face
major crises as a result of someone
being seriously injured. We are all
responsible for our own behavior,
however, assisting a young driver
may help in future years

Capitol ideas

I GUESS SOMETIMES
YOU JUST HAVE TO PUT
114E5E THINGS INTO

•

PERSPECTIVE.... .
WASHINGTON (AP) — House Speaker Thomas
P. O'Neill Jr., D-Mass., came to work the other day
wearing a large button on his lapel that
proclaimed: "I'm for Dave Stockman."
There was a picture of the embattled administration budget director in the center.
"He's a very able guy. I'd like to have him back in
the House," O'Neill said of the former Michigan
congressman.
"I'll swap Gramm for him," O'Neill added, a
reference to Rep. Phil Gramm, the Texas
Democrat who has been an outspoken defender of
the Reagan adMinistration's economic program.
Was O'Neill going to wear the campaign-style
button as he presided? "No. They don't let you wear
any buttons in the chamber."
At a news conference on President Reagan's
foreign policy speech,Sen. S.I. Hayakawa,R-Calif.,
remarked: "There has been a lot of criticism of
President Roosevelt from people saying that he
hasn't got a foreign policy. This has always
bewildered me."
He wasn't the only one bewildered.
All military secrets in Washington are supposed
to be secret, but some are more secret than others,
it seems.
When the Senate Appropriations Committee got
ready to go behind closed doors to talk about the B-1
and radar-eluding Stealth bombers, Chairman
Mark Hatfield, R-Ore., pleaded "logistic
problems."
They could discuss the B-1 bomber in the room
they were in, he said. But to talk about Stealth, they
would have to go to another room that hadnbeen
electronically "swept" since Stealth was at a
higher level of classification.
So Hatfield led the panel down the ball.
Hatfield confessed that he'd already gotten a topsecret briefing but he had forgotten the details.
"Frankly I don't remember what I've been briefed
on. I try to always forget as quickly as possible."

Murray Ledger & Times
Walter L. Apperson
Publisher
R.Gene McCutcheon
Editor ,
The Murray Ledger IrTimes is a member of
Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
to news originated by The Murray Ledger &
Times and other AP News.
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low down

by joe crump

Postal service questioned
REPRESENTATIVE STEVEN the same terms as any
SYMMS (Idaho) "...Unless we act, _private business and paying taxes,
our Nation will continue to suffer a makes a profit...
"I want to make it clear that this
Postal Service characterized by increased postal rates, inflexible ar- bill does not call for abolition of the
rangements, and no competing alter- U. S. Postal Service, and nothing in it
precludes the U. S. Postal Service
natives.
"We may alter the arrangements from continuing to carry mail. The
to which we are accustomed, and to bill simply repeals the private exthat end, I am introducing the press statutes and ends the GovernPrivate Mail Carriage Act of 1981 ment monopoly on first class mail
delivery...
(S.1801).
At present, this bill is cospon"The key to increased efficiency
and lower cost in the delivery of mail sored by the Senator from Wyoming
is not in a Government-sustained (Mr. Simpson) and the Senator from
monopoly, but in the competition of North Carolina (Mr. Helms)..(also)
private enterprise. This bill permits the Senator from Florida. (Mrs.
the carrier, for compensation, Ha wkins)..."
and ends the monopoly held by the U.
REPRESENTATIVE WILLIAM
S. Postal Service over first-class (BILL) CLAY (Missouri) "...Does
mail—
the experience of the 10 years since
"The law presently allows private enactment of the Postal Reorganizacompanies to deliver packages and tion Act of 1970 suggest a need for
parcels. This is an area in which even new legislation to meet the present
though the U. S. Postal Service is and future postal needs of the
subsidized, it loses money. Yet American people?
"These are among the questions
United Parcel Service operating on

that the Subcommittee on Postal
Operations and Services, whlcl)1 am
privileged to chair, and, the
Subcommittee on Postal Personnel
and Modernization, chaired by ow
distinguished colleague Hon. Mickey
Leland (Tex.) will seek to answer
during comprehensive joint public
bearings that will begin December 1
and continue into the second session
of the 97th Congress...
"If justified by the results of these
hearings and our study, we anticipate the introduction of comprehensive postal reform legislation
early next year..."

Twenty years ago
Wallace Key, Jack Bryan, Hiram
Tucker, and A. W Simmons were
presented certificates for having
served on Murray Planning Commission when it was first organized.
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis made
the presentations.
Don Curd, basketball star of
Calloway County High School, had
been picked as top basketball player
of Fourth District and ranked as
Stith in entire First Region by over
.4$0ceaehesin an early season survey
bffThe Courier:town:a
Thirty-pesin ago
•
Approximately 1,400 persona Pro.
, during fire-cured arid dark air-eared
tobacco in Calloway CoUntY were
eligible to vote in a referendum on
marketing quotas for these tobaccos
Dec. 7, according to Q. I). Wilson,
chairman of County PMA Committee.
Some of tht items stolen in a
breakin Nov. 23 . at Kuyitendall
Brothers Service Station. East Main
Street, had been found about a mile
from the firm, according to Hassell
Kuykendall, one of the station
owners.

THOUGHTS IN MASON
By Kw Wolf
Here are some stern words for
stern times, a message to the new
rulers in Washington from one of the
old ones.
"What we should fear above all
is the judgement of God and
history if the most affluent people on earth.. . choose not to
govern justly, distribute our
riches fairly and help the most
vulnerable among us — or
worse,choose not even to try."
This prophetic statement comes
from the conclusion of Joseph
Callfano, Governing America: An Insider's Report from the White House
and the Cabinet (Simon and
Schuster,1981).

CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Taxpayers picked up 25 percent of
the expenses of the old U. S. Post Office. This subsidy has fallen to 4 percent in fiscal year 1980. The Postal
Service wants the nine-digit zip code
to increase efficiency and further
reduce the subsidy in 1962.

Memory pills fail to help writer
Heartline is a service for senior decided that I would write to the comcitizens. Its purpose is to answer pany that makes them, but when
questions and solve problems. If you looked at the bottle, there is no
have a question or a problem not manufacturers name on it anywhere.
answered in these columns, write to I paid for them with cash, and the
young man gave me no receipt. I am
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will really suspicious now, and feel that I
receive a prompt reply, but you must nave been taken! How can people get
by with doing such underhanded and
Include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies outrageous things such as taking advantage of an elderly woman? I have
will be printed In this column.
really been concerned about my
HEARTLINE: The other day, a
very nice,clean-cut young man came • memory for several ' years, and
thought that I had finally discovered
to my door selling a new pill that
help for it. K. W.
restores your memory the way it was
ANSWER: Unfortunately, you are
when you were young. I bought some
not alone. Quackerrin drugs has
of the pills, ar)is.si for 30, which was
been around as long 'as this country
• supposedly all that I would need to
has been here - remember the travelrestore my memory. -I took a few of
ing medicine wagons of the old days!
▪ them, could tell no difference in my
There is no magical memory pill to
memory,and then got to wondering if
restore your memory.If you ever run
the pills were even safe, as I didn't
into this type of situation again, call
purchase them in a pharmacy. I

the police as soon as the "salesman"
leaves your house.
Drug quackery includes cures for
baldness, cures for aging, a promise
for new youth, cures for arthritis and
various other medical conditions.
Unfortunately, these pills are not
always vitamin pills or sugar pills.
Some of these "miracle" cures have
proven to actually worsen a person's
condition or even have proven to be
fatal.
The cruelest and most dangerous
of all unproven treatments-are those
which promise a cure for cancer, or
some other terminal illness. These
quack treatments or drugs rob the
patient of the one element that m igtd
have savtd his or her life, and that is
modern medical treatment in a
reputable hospital or clinic.
Don't ever buy medicines(rem sorneone who comes to your'door.
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Mission .
She is

3

by Rainct tgwrrNtn
As a inettibui of this Foundation, Lynn has been asked to

market, choose and distribute
the ;:ailitscky arts and (rafts. Her
van trip was for three days, and
she visited Butcher Holler, David.
Crowing up in Chicago, going to Kentucky, Hickory Hill, Red Bird
college at Ole' Miss, Lynn I Mrs. Mission and other points of inHal) Houston had never seen a :terest for the "cottage crafts" of
coal truck or coal mine, until Appalachia.
Coupled with her recent apANNE two weeks ago, when she
took a van trip of about 600 miles rbintment, Lynn has gone back to
work as an interior desiener for
in the Appalachian Mountains.
Lynn has recently been ap- Enix Interiors, so she has a
pointed to Kentucky Arts and perfect outlet for these outstanCrafts Foundation, serving with ding crafts. She brought back to
twelve other art lovers from all Western Kentucky, woven place
over the state. Lois Mateus serves mats, corn shuck dolls and corn
as the Commissioner of the shuck flowers, rag rugs, quilts,
Department of the Arts, and the calico cat paper weights, carvedFoundation is the special love of wood toys and a picture painted by
a ten-year-old boy at the Red Bird
Geoue Brown.

also selling Phyllis
-George-Brown calendars for 19112,
which would make nice Christmas
gifts. The prices are much better
than you would pay at the "Oh'
Kentucky" boutique.
When Lynn attended a meeting
of this Foundation recently. she
took many many hand-crafted
items from Murray State University artists, and also several of
Bobby Falwell's art works from
his shop on Wiswell Road. These
items are now on display with
Phyllis George Brown's art
display in New York.
Everybody I do believe has
heard how successful First Lady
Phyllis George Brown has been
with the "Oh, Kentucky" boutiques in Bloomingdale's in New
York and also in Beverly Hills,

While the "cottage crafts" of
Appalachia are most unique, we in
West Kentucky should not fail to
boost our own fine arts.
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Tracey Brown,
bride-elect of
Mike Hendricks
has chosen her
decorating accessories from
our bridal
registry.
Tracey and
Mike will be
married Dec.
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Friday, Nov.27
Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by Senior Citizens
with lunch at Hazel at
11:45 a.m. and at Douglas
at noon.
Saturday, Nov.28

Southside Manor
7 3-6798

Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8

r.•
t..r)
.1;

DON I DI AI WISH
W/ ttl Aft MOW)
Dudley
Moore

Lai
Minneil,

PAGLIArS3
Italian Spaghetti
Special

DRAGON SLAYER (PG)
StArythr
ktrum 441t•etel1

Onls

Mon 1 hurs

$1"

With Garlic Bread
Salad 40' EON

;3fl(nth

Ends Thurs.

1 69

Isis Disiwys

Swiss Family
Robinson(G)

special For Kids

Inside Dining OnIv•

"To reform a man, you
must begin with his
grandmother.'' — Victor
Hugo.

Hazel and

Treasure House

Free Refills On Drinks

‘Aviednesday 4-1 n P.M.

Chestnut St•7$1.3314

Can't Eat This Gcod At Horrc For This Price

p.m. at the west end of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Murray Squar-ANaders are scheduled to
dance from 7.30 to 10
p.m. at Woodmen of
World Hall.
Events in Land Between The Lakes will include Harvest Table at 10
a.m. at The Homeplace1850 and Dogs, VillianS or
Conservationists? at 2
p.m. at Center Station.
Sunday, Nov.29
Weaving will be program presented at 10
a.m. at The Homeplace1850, Land Between the
Lakes.

•
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NORTH
11-25-81-A
•K Q
•8 2
•K Q 1064
•Q 7 5
WEST

EAST

Stu dentsParticipate
In Piano Workshop

Don't Miss Minnens Incredible
After-Thanksgiving
Sale

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

G. CORN,JR.

Most average players .943
58 7 6 2
would defend just as East IQJ1063
I9 7 4
did against today's uneasy * J 8 3
*A 7
*10 9 8 3
game. And that's one good •A 4
SOUTH
reason why most declarers
•A J 10
would succeed in scoring
•A K
game and rubber.
•9 5 2
Declarer won the first
• J 62
heart and led a low diamond
to dummy's queen and
Vulnerable: North-South.
PARTICIPANTS in Elementary Piano Workshop East's ace. A heart came Dealer: South. The bidding:
included, top photo, from left, Leigh Ann Stewart, back which declarer ducked South West North East
Glen Cole, Lippmann, and Michael Robinson; and, and a third heart cleared 1 NT Pass 3 NT All
the suit. Declarer played a
pass
, bottom photo, Ronnie Brucken and Kevin second
diamond towards
Crawford.
dummy and when West
played low, dummy's nine
Opening lead: Heart queen
was Successfully finessed
Dummy:s diamond king
brought in that suit and up with dummy's king and
declarer had his nine tricks lose to East's ace and now
there would be no chance to
to win a 700 rubber.
Where did East go wrong? make the contract.
Aces were meant to win
It's not a certainty that East
could have defeated the tricks? True, but not always
game, but a subtle and time- at the first opportunity.
ly duck would have
Bid with Cora
improved his chances.
When declarer leads cthe South holds: 11-25-81-B
first diamond to dummy's
queen. East must duck
.943
smoothly just as if he never
111 QJ 1063
*J 8 3
had seen his ace. If the duck
*A 4
is smooth enough, declarer
might well go for the bait. North South
He would cross to his hand 1 NT
in spades and try another ANSWER: Two clubs. If
low diamond. Now when opener shows spades, rebid
West plays low, declarer is two no trump to describe an
faced with a crucial guess. invitational hand.
Sixty-eight students
The workshop also was Should he play West for the
pArticipated 'in Elemen- attended by 13 teachers. ace or for East to have Send bridgt questions to The Aces.
tary Piano Wqrkshop, Dr. Judyth Lippmann made a deceptive play? P.O. Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
sponsored annually by conducted group sessions More than likely, he will go for
reply
Murray Music Teachers on keyboard improvisaAssociation and Ken- tion and harmonization..
tucky Music Teachers
Coordinators for the
Association with
assistance from Murray event were Margaret
State University Chapter Wilkins and Suzanne
of KMTA on Nov. 14 at Johnson, both Murray Bangkok, Thailand is often called the "Venice of the
piano teachers.
East," due to its many canals.
Murray State.

Sale BeginsFriday9a.m.

•

•
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Com in unity
Calendar

7:10,9:15
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inn Houston Displays Crafts

We Must Reduce OurInventory - Choose From

•••• $250,000 INVENTORY
••20
TO
• a..

Aris lsotoner Gloves
On Sale Now
Driumo Gloves and Lined Worm-Up Gloves
Womens: Reg. $20 and $23SALE'16 ond 519
Mens: Reg. $22and $26SALE'19and'22

4
1 Price Sale

5

Corduroy Pants
Fall Dresses

Free:

The Best Quality-Children's Clothing
Store Full Famous Brand Name Clothing
•Infants To Fourteen Girls
oCharge Account

•Infants To Twenty Boys
•Layaways

•Mastercharge-Visa
•

Open 9.6 Mon.-Set. • 9•9 Fri.

•

Chikhon's Fashions

Fashion Jeans
RabbitCoats

$25 Gift Certificate
With Every'100 Purchase
•

Own Chic Jeans For
$14.99
Sole Price $t9.99 Rebate From Chic'5
Your Cost:'14 99

•

Ski Jackets
Sale $19.99

•
•
•

t (Deader
7he Se
t

•
•
•

Sol An Shopping Conte,

•

753- 17S6

••

FREE GIFT BOXES
Layaway.,
' Mostercprd
V p50

Bel Air Center and
Olympic Plaza •
Shop Dimly 109
Sunday 1-5

2 ••-•^'t
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humane society
Humane Society of
Calloway County will
meet Monday, Nov. 30, at
7 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library,
Dr. Mary Ann Anderson, veterinarian, will be
the guest speaker. Her
topic will be about common animal parasites,
followed by a question
and answer period.
Refreshments will be
served, and all interested
persons are invited to attend,a spokesman said.
woman's Club
Members of Murray
Woman's Club will begin
their annual sale of
cookbooks and cards at
downtown branches of
Bank of Murray and
Peoples Bank, according
to Rosanna Miller,
finance chairman.

Student-and Teacher
Give Lesson in Love
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: A 30-year-old male teacher asked you,
"What makes schoolteachers get crushes on their students?"
(He confessed to having a crush on a 15-year-old girl in his
class.)
Your reply: "'Teachers have crushes on students for the
same reason students have crushes on teachers: immaturity."
Abby, I was a 15-year-old high school girl who had a crush
on my 27-year-old teacher. We dated for three months with
only my parents knowing. They loved him. I loved him, and
I still do. We've been married 25 years and have four
gorgeous kids!
Please reconsider your answer. It sounded as though you
assumed that all older men who were attracted to younger
girls were simply "dirty old men" trying to take advantage
of naive young children.
Not so. In our case it was the real thing.
GEORGE'S ADORING WIFE

STUDYING RECIPE — Seedy Lams, Rath
Daugbday, Virginia Ellis, Estelle McDougal, and
Marie Forrester study the been soup recipe for the
Noel Market luncheon.

Bean Soup Recipe
Given For Bazaar

Bean soup will be the
main course at a luncheon planned during the
Noel Market of Christian
Women's Fellowship of
First Christian Church on
DEAR ABBY: My husband of many years had an affair, Saturday, Dec. 5, from 8
and his secretary (I'll call her Doris) was a party to it. She
was very friendly with the "other woman" — talking to her a.m.to 3 p.m.
The cost for the lunon the phone often, giving her messages, letting her know
cheon including soup,
where my husband could be reached, etc.
The affair is over now, but every time I see Doris or talk to corn bread, corn light
her on the phone, I am reminded of my husband's unfaith- bread, relishes,
fulness, which is very painful. I told my husband this and vegetables, homemade
asked him to fire her. He refused.
desserts, and drinks of
Abby, don't you think my husband should fire his
secretary when he knows it would make me feel so much hot tea and coffee will be
$2.
better?
Members of the comWONDERING
mittee released the bean
DEAR WONDERING: Although it would make you soup recipe as follows:
feel better, it would be unfair to the secretary who Navy beans, 7 cups
or 3
was only following her boss's orders.
pounds
DEAR ABBY:"Concerned Agent, Seattle" had some good Ham bones,4 pounds
suggestions as to the recovery -of stolen goods. However, Diced onions,2cups
there are further measures which should be taken.
Diced celery,2cups
Most states have a crime prevention program. If people Butter or margarine, 5
will call their local police, they may receive the information, tablespoons
needed, be loaned engravers and get window and door
/
4.
stickers that warn a burglar the property is identified, or be Stock or water, 31
referred to local groups tlfat will provide these services. gallons
DEAR WIFE: Consider my shallow answer reconsidered. Ten whacks on the posterior with a biology
book for Abby. You were only one of many who wrote
to tell me I was wrong. And I was.

In many areas, police are working with the Retired Senior
Volunteer Program (RSVP), whereby the senior volunteers
will do the engraving, listing the items and/or serial Americans have a lot for
numbers: affix the stickers, conduct a security check of the which ' to thank our good
premises, help organize "Neighborhood Watch" groups and fortune and our good reinstall safety devices. This service is provided in our area searchers. Some American
scientists discovered a colwith no cost to the householder.
PATRICIA A. McGUIRE, lection of chemicals that.
•
can keep our food safer, our
LEWISTON, IDAHO
roads safer, our hospitals
DEAR MS. McGUIRE. Terrific! Too bad every safer, and our public buildings safer.
community doesn't have a RSVP program.
The chemicals are chlorofluorocarbons, also known
ABBY:
DEAR
Will you please settle an argument? I say as CFCs. They are the ref
that schoolteachers are considered "professionals.". Am I erants that keep food tigcorrect? My friend says that teaching school is a "job" —spoiling in our homes from
and
not a profession. She says that people who practice law and the refrigerated trucks in
and
medicine are professionals, but schoolteachers are not,
trains that take farm prod.
What do you say?
ucts to market.
MILWAUKEE MISUNDERSTANDING They are the
refrigerants
found in air-conditioned
DEAR MILWAUKEE: A professional is anyone who cars, and
studies show that
receives remuneration for a job — as opposed to an such air
conditioning helps
amateur, who does what he does without pay.
keep drivers alert.
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AFTER

OPEN SUNDAYS

1 .4-5:00

471RAMC'S

/

HANKSGIV WSALE

START YOUR CHRISTS SHOPPIIVG WITH SENSATIOIVAL SAII‘GS
Beginning Next Monday

- Beginning Neit Monday

Open Nights 'til 8:30

Open Nights 'til 8:30

ENTIRE STOCK

WINTER
COATS

(
FALL& WINTER

DRESSES
IMP* Values

32.00 to $000

Regular 52.00 to 450.00 Vaiuss
JACKETS FULL LENGTHS FURS

ENTIRE STOCK

FALL SUITS

20;3-, 25%
Regular Valves
96 00 to 100 00

25%

OFF

ii

fd

OFF

JUNIOR

CORDUROY

COSTUME

BLOUSES

SPORTSWEAR

RINGS

iterSar Values

Reguicr Values
23 00 to SO 00

Regular Values
S 00'o 25 04",

999
OFF

5
00 OFF

JUNIOR & MISSY

TOP QUALITY

ASSORTED

SPARKLING

SKIRTS

HANDBAGS

UMBRELLAS

JEWELRY

Itiraueor Values
26 00 to 3600

Reptiar Vows
11 00 to 40 00

25%
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111611r
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SHIRTINC
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illifilBIES

Try Our

OPEN FRIDAYS
'TIL 8:30 P.M.
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&Open ThursdayNights til 8:00 p.m.
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*Now Open Mondays

poplar iipritig
Lucretia Thompson
and Marion Outland
presented programs at a
meeting of Poplar Spring
Baptist OSUMI YOIAAg
Women at the Outland
home Nov 2
"Southern Baptist Missionary Around The
World: was discussed by
Thompson and -.How
Well Do You Know Your
Bible" was by Outland
Reports were given b)
Mary Bynum, Carol Kelly,(Althea Stewart. Dortha Stubblefield, Son)$$
Futrell, and Fran Garrison Also present were
Janice Stone, Martha
Hale, Linda Black, Carla
Taylor, Dianne Rose,
Tammy Campbell
Louella Smotherman.
and Pam Cherry

Off

h943„

'51

Beauty
Box

education

GOLD •
DIAMONDS.

WE

00
20

•

Survey Instrument a
viable alternative"
published in Kentucky
Libraries, a referred
publication of, the Kentucky Library Association.
Culpepper's article
reports acquisitions
librarians representing
academic libraries
throughout .the state initiated efforts to share information and to seek
ways of cooperating by
establishing data on
which to base further
research and cooperative
pro)ects.
The parent organization, the State Assisted
Academic Libraries
Council of Kentucky,
established the subcommittee of acquisitions
librarians for the purpose
of furthering cooperation
among libraries in hither

(41ait

64.00 to 74.00

COORDINATING TARTANS, CLASSIC PLAIDS,
P.
HEATHERS, CHECKS & SOLIDS
54" AND 60" WIDTHS , 1,,,s
6.11-1.11

)

tr

Regular Values

WOOLENS

IV NM 1112
Sols11

Jells Culpepper, assistant professor library
science and head of Acquisitions Department,
Murray State University,
had an article entitled
"Recent Application of

BLAZERS

0. '-•
lop,
100% WOOLS
0
PLUS WOOL BLENDS

CALICO
PRINTS
MOM &OM

Jetta Culpepper

VELVETEEN

so

NEEDU

Canned tomatoes, 2%
cups
Salt,2tablespoons
Pepper,!teaspoon
Parsley,2tablespoons
Soak beans overnight.
Drain. Cook with ham
bones until beans are
about half cooked. Saute
onions and celery in butter or margarine. Add to
beans. Add liquid to make
about 3% gallons. Simmer until reduced to 2%
gallons. Add remaining
ingredients. Simmer
about 20 minutes. Serve
with assorted relishes.
Serves 50 people, 1 cup
each.
Members sharing
responsibilities for the
bazaar include Jewel
Jones, Virginia Ellis, Ola
Bailey, Helen Campbell,
Mug Rigsby, Ella Mae
Queriermous, Verna
Roberts, Imogene Scott,
Estelle McDougal, Betty
Hale, Helen Bennett,
Mary Elizabeth Fulton,
Shirley Boone, Ruth Doty, Sheila Shaw, Ruth
Daughday, Marie Forrester, Hazel Wainscott,
Sandy 'Lucia, and Ann
Taylor.

Maier mid copies al the
club's own cookbook, of
-Glorious Goober" by
Cornelius Vanderbilt
Whitney, and "Kentucky
Haspitality-2011 Year
Tradition" by Kentucky
Federation of Women's
Qub wW be on sale.
Christmas cards for the
benefit of Kentucky
Kidney Foundation also
will be on sale with all
proceeds to go to that
fund.
Proceeds from
cookbook sales will be used for club and civic projects, Miller said.

999
OFF

ISOTONER

GLOVES .
RogUlar Values
100012300'

599 1799

TO

3299

VValues
13 00

Regular Volvos
4 00 to 11 00

:1141:

100
OFF

‘11

PLAYTEX®

FAMOUS NAME

BRAS

LINGERIE
katorv37 ,

Rev* Values
11.00 to 24 00

1/1.

/
1 4-

TO

2

PRICI

DIN

Q

BOOTS
Regular Valves
68 00 to '1 S 00

OFF

20%

OFF
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Hospice
Program
:Planned
."Methods of Pain Con; ; trig" will be the subject of
presentation, Monday,
—Nov. 30 sponsored by
Murray-Calloway County
,Alloapital Hospice Pro'.'Fain.
The program is
scheduled for nurses,
,-,Hospice volunteers, and
, ;others who work with the
terminally ill, from 7
p.m. to 9 p.m. third floor
rilducation unit of the

"
41

THANKSGIVING SALE!
BE FIRST TO GOBBLE UP THE BARGAINS!

sale starts 9 a.m.
Friday, November 27th

Behrs Charge,
Master Charge, Visa,

Super Savings!
Misses and Junior
Coordinates

.Faculty

members will
Dan Miller, M.D.,
:Paniel Holtzclaw, L.P.T.,
t'pad Thomas Muehleman,
.Ph.D.
,Miller, specialist in internal medicine, will
. djscuss the pain which
• may be expected for a
terminally ill person and
common medications us-edrin pain management.
:Alternative methods of
pain control will be
covered by Holtzclaw and
.:Msehleman.
• Holtzclaw, chief of
Physical therapy at
•.1ICCH, will describe pain
f-tontrol by electrical
e nerve stimulators.
Muehleman,
psychology professor at
Murray State University
will discuss psychological
techniques for controlling

, •

50% Off
Your favorite makers
reduced!

russ
friss;
aileen
"donnkennr

blIFINCASUALg
red

'Nurses desiring to
• receive two continuing
,- :education units for the
:ss should register at
030 p.m..before the pro.-gam. There is no fee for
the program.

Your
Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

Pleated Wool Skirts

Fantastic savings on
cotton velveteen blazers,
wool-blend blazers,
corduroy blazers. All
blazers are fully lined.
Junior and Misses.

variety of plaids. Some
are completely machine
washable! Misses and
Junior sizes.
Four Gore Style Skirts
Reg. to 24.99

va

10.99

Designer Jean Sale!
The best fitting, famous favorites
in blue denim or corduroy at super
savings!

-ARIES
4
(Mar.21 to Apr.19) er41:
Curb impatience. Think of
long-term goals regarding
e- ducation and future plans,
then work towards their
frealization.
• TAURUS
• '•1(Apr.20 to May 20)
Your powers of coricentra. -ton improve and, through
steady effort, you will make
;...progress on the job. Avoid
• omantic disputes.

• : .Privacy

Stuffing your closet with beautiful clothes is a lot more fun
than stuffing a turkey. Especially
when Fall and Winter's greatest
coordinates are at 50% savings!
Beautiful blazers, skirts, pants,
sweaters, and.blouses. Shop
early don't miss a thing.

Wool blend skirts a

FOR FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 27,1981
Whet kind of day will tomorrow be? To find oat what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

,f,"(May 21 toJune 20)
f„ you'll find security in
;, another's loyalty. love feel:• lags deepen, but ward off an
- argument about domestic
; Matters towards nightfall.
'CANCER
0
,(June 21 to July ZI) 4110
• 'You're very involved in your
work now and will make
significant progress. Don't be
•; short-tempered with one who
tnterrupts you.
t.to
(.11.423thAug.22) frita
f Creative work will succeed.
; Apply yourself now. Avoid
arguments with children
••;about expenses, also Impulsiveness when shopping.
; VIRGO
'(Aug.23to Sept.72) WP
: Common sense is your ally
; how, especially when shop:• ping.Seek durable goods. You
.•coukl be upset by the behavior
• of one of your family:
:LIBRA
ept.23 to°et. n)
Seriousness of purpose leads
f• o mental achievement. You
thay have difficulty in ex;..nressing anger or in properly
'.exercising initiative.
; SCORPIO
a 40ct.ZitoNov:21) nie*
Doing errands for a shut-in
— or helping others out in
6-• dome way — brings personal
o satisfaction, but a friend may
•get on your nerves.
.m100
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22to Dec.21) j4
. Attend to obligations in con: inection with friends. A higherup could anger you, but
refrain from making any has;.ty changes.
CAPRICORN
• (Dec.ZttoJan. 19)
allows you to make
' career headway through hard
Work, but don't show your
results to those who might
criticize them unjustly.
; AQUARIUS •
(Jan.20 to Feb.18) "'""
, Be sure to follow through on
• commitments. Though you
" rday fly off-the Ian& with a
friend, you'll be able to patch
things up later.
MSCFS
(Feb. 19 to Mar.
-Be conscientious about
' basiness routine. Social con• titts prove helphd to your
career, hut'you'll need to use
tad with dear one.

#1 Junior Maker

Reg. to 29.99

14.99

Chic Reg. 30.00
(Your cost after mfg. rebate)
Reg.
00
0
Reg. 30:0

18.99

Calvin Klein Reg. 45.00
Jordache
Reg. 45.00
Bill Blass
Reg. 45.00
Gloria
Vanderbilt
Reg. 45.00

25.99

Lee
Levi

se,

Plaid Shirts
Reg. 12.99

6.99
Long sleeve shirts with front
pockets. Deep tone plaids.
S, M, L.

Corduroy Pants
Reg. 24.99

Brushed Print Robes

14.99

11.99
Warm and wonderful brushed
Reg. 21.99

Select from classic trouser
styles or new banded leg styles,
all in corduroy. Some with
pockets, some belted. Junior
and Misses.

nylon snap-fron: robes. All in
dainty floral prints. A perfect
Christmas gift!

Save on full-length storm coats
with zip-out lining for extra cold
days. Some styles have hoods.
Select your all season coat from
an array of earthtone shades.
Misses and Junior sizes.

Layaway Available

Our Thanksgiving Sale Super Savers!
Reg. to 15.99-

Dark Striped Tops

Sweater Sale

Spectacular Handbag
Sale!

9.99

5.99

Our newest styles in handbags

reduced just for our Thanksgiving Sale! You'll be sure to find
one to suit your fancy!

Reg. to 24.99
Hundreds of sweaters to choose
from! Styles include-pointelles,
embroidery. lurex, cotton knit
sweaters, rugby sweaters,
v-neck, crew neck.

•

Reg. 12.99

4.99

Top off your jeans or corduroys
with a striped top. Some With
lurex. Three-quarter sleeves with
boat neck, doyble v neck or
flashback. S. M. L.

Behrs Sweatshirts
• Reg. 14.99

"

5.99

Fleece lined Behrs sweatshirts,
they're great for warming up,
working‘out, or-any occasion ,
that calls for active good looks.
S ML.
•

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER — HWY 641 N. Hrs.; 10-9 Mon.-Sot 1-5 Sun.

a

144.

THE ID KB Al . Ay .14.1144H a I ISO

a

‘41,11

r

Nal

Mom Drake

Your Individual Horoscope

HEALTH

'iij 1111
)AY. N0VE.MBER X,tial
situatkai ljtjg wa appeal Ls %nowernavil you U meet with ImpMswtde. yarra.
high arsi )(sill attract much success Flamm* anyabree
life isactive
ackturatiun
now
URA
CATIOCORK
Sept A23 to Oct a,
If
New ideas are exciting, bad. Sailwone at a distance
YOt.' • MAIN TODAY have
present them tactfully shut wants to hear from you business acumen, yet are sok,
out the world and enjoy Though you're buoy COM talented in the arts Thuile
prmacs with a loved one *tang unfinwhed Wks, take blanking, niansgement arid ex
Communicate thoughts
101Tw tune out for yoursed
ecutive inlet would appeal to
WORM
sour pc& te al side, another
AQUARIUS
tOCL13toNov_211
part of t.o.0 rritT713 for warnwe
tJan 301olreb lii
You'll meet with romance Even timid you have • in literature sculpture or
and affection now Be sum to busy social inteduie new, he Painting YOM are most 11Waccept invitations
Be sure to set aside moments to cleasitil when y our work
straightforward in financial spend akine with a loved one reffsets your ideals Yam re a
dealingsind you'll gain
goal hed-causer and would
A friend is mood)
SAGITTARIUS
make* fine patron of the a. I
PISCES
1Nov 72to Dec 111
Take a chenye on your in
Feb lit° Mar Xi
You're in an adventurous Career changes require dividuality to achieve your
mood Still, if you'll channel quick thinking to keep up with greatest success Then your
more energy into career ad- them, but au can come out on
MB stand out.

What kiad of day will teases- :tad&en can interfere with
rugs be' To had eel total Ube romantic rapport Make piens
stars say, read the 141fireasi for future tunes. when you can
Owes for year latribaiasbraWnrinerther('A10$.21,3t
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
AR
June. 21 to JWy 22I
heart disease It was once but the doctor seems italic. 21 to Apr 19)
Unexpected situation at
believed to be helpful in pre- concerned
Would you You and a close friend will yy
venting blood clotting but it explain why please' He feels agree about putt aims, though act can calve a change in
plans A trip for two will
was discovered the agent a person of my age should
may be reluctant to enhance romance
affecting blood clotting was stay in the house, rest and partners
Be tactful
initiative with your
Career
the substance the vitamin E not talk I am getting tired travel
coworkers
LEO
was packaged in as a medi- of both the hoarseness and brings benefits
cine, not the vitamin E the treatment I gave up TAURUS
'July ZIto Aug. 22
itself There are very good alcohol because that seemed (Apr.aitoMay20i
Roknarice and - creative
medicines available to con- to cause soreness
Romance, travel and hob- enterprises are
acrentsd. but
trol blood clotting today and
DEAR READER
Any- bies afford sati.sfactian now, you must rise above conflicvitamin E has no place in
expenwatch
need
to
you
but
ting feelings . Enjoy the
one who has unexplained
this
ditures. Minor difficulties are chance to increase uwanw
You will enjoy reading hoarseness for more than
related to work
VIRGO
The Health Letter number 4- two weeks should have an
Aug 23 to Sept. 22)
12, Vitamin E Miracle or examination That includes GFHNI
The unexpected causes you
Myth, which I am sending direct examination of the (May 21 to June 30)
larynx
by
looking
down
into
Duties connected with to reappraise a domestic
you Let your friend read it
the
larynx
with
a
light
Perfor a lively discussion. Oth44'
ers who want this issue can sistent hoarseness can be a
so•
• "'cll.
send 75 cents with a long, sign of throat cancer. That is
why
your doctor is
stamped, self-addressed concerned.
envelope for it to me,in care
Often throat cancer is not
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
r
1551, Radio City Station, diagnosed in its early stages
even after several examinaNew York, NY 10019.
Vitamin E is an antioxi- tions. For that reason if the
couvroo or
dant and in laboratory stud- condition is not resolved, I
oosisoopcs)
t
think
it
is
best
to
see
a
speies may help ptevent cellular aging. That is a long way cialist in ear, nose and
from what it does in throat diseases and be sure
humans. And you should get that whoever examines you
vitamin E from a well-bal- looks down your throat into
Incidentally,
anced diet. To prevent aging the larynx
you will do better to follow men who drink a lot and
more practical measures smoke are the ones at greatsuch as staying lean, not est risk of throat cancer
smoking, eating a good diet
There are a lot of other
and staying active.
causes for hoarseness so I
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am am not saying you have
a 65-year-old man with a cancer, but if you should
hoarseness that has not gone have any signs of it your
away for a month. There is doctor wants to diagnose it
no lump on my vocal cords early.

Watch your wallet

DEAR DR LAMB
aye a mend who thinks you
an cure everything with
Atamin E She takes it all
he time According to her, if
,ou take vitamin E you will
wver have to see a doctor
ihe says it will prevent
wart attacks, blood clots.
strokes and arthritis
She also says it is the best
agent available to prevent
aging She tells me that is
why she looks younger than
most women her age, but
she doesn't look a day
younger than I do and I'm a
year older than she is. I told
her that one day and she got
huffy and said just wait 10
years and if I could still see
I'd know the difference
What is the truth, Dr.
Lamb? Will vitamin E do all
these things for you and, if
so, why don't more doctors
recommend it?
DEAR READER - Usually when an item is claimed
to work miracles it is time
to watch your wallet Those
kinds of claims are reminiscent of the old-time medicine shows that sold snake
oil to the gullible.
Vitamin E does have some
very useful purposes. It does
help control leg cramps in
some people - depending
upon what causes the leg
cramps. It is useless in others with cramps. It does not
cure arthritis or prevent it.
It does not cure or prevent

•

,i)km• pta.lan

le
'
••

•

ache Illaek
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Markets Move Burley
LOUISVILLE, Ky.

GIFT IDEAS!

season.
Lexington, the world's
largest burley center,
sold 3,299,000 pounds of
leaf Tuesday for $178.61.
Bowling Green, Carrollton, Horse Cave,
Maysville and Shelbyville
also exceeded 1 million
pounds of sales Tuesday.
Greensburg reported
the day's top average,
;183.25, on the sale of

Half Price! Walnut Veneer
Hi-Fl Speaker-System

After
Thanksgiving
Sale

Nova* -5 by Realistic

968,000. It was one of 14
markets to record
averages of over $180 per
hundredweight.
The low price per hundredweight was ;174.08 at
Somerset on the sale of
588,000 pounds of leaf.
That figure was $3 per
hundredweight lower
than the next lowest
average, $177.16 at
Covington.

Save$40
7995

One Rack

P

Price

11/2

Price

111111111111
.

••• 1 1 ii

Reg.219.95

An all-in-one entertainment center1 Records directly off-the-air,
from 3-speed changer -even "live" if you add mikes. Cassette has
Auto-Stop, uto-Level. pause control Matching 18"-high speakers
Priced for gi i%j, #13-1199

Astrological ditmputer AM/FM LED Clock Radio

Appointed
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) - Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. has appointed
Redd Crabtree of Simpsonville to the Kentucky
Howe Council, where he
win represent the
American saddlebred
industry.
- His term expires in
June 1985.
Brown reappointed
P.J. Baugh of
Nicholasville to the council to represent the standardbred industry. His
term also expires in June
1985.

111. ■•••40.

111,

AM/FM Stereo Phono/Cassette System
clikripeti•- -90 by Realistic

Crabtree

One Rack

'"

NW Mom
LaSe

•"'t.
,if •

(AP) - Kentucky's
burley tobacco markets
moved 20,630,790 pound of
leaf Tuesday for an
average price per
hundredweight of ;180.24.
Tuesday's average
price exceeded by ;2.77
the average price per
hundredweight recorded
on Monday, the first day
of the 1981-82 sales

• •

Chronornaticof -222 by Realistic

EC-312 by Radio Shack

-

Give Two for the Regular Price of One!

Save
$40

Each
Reg. 79.95 Each

Long-throw 8" woofer, 2" wide-dispersion
tweater and tuned-port design combine to
deliver a wide 60-20,000 Hz response. Features decorator lattice-work grille. 19x10'4x
7./2
" #40-4030

riefte
,
es •••,•.•

- -

e•-• -

Cut
4sio
1195 21% Ow78
Zwis
I Ael5 Off

Computes daily horoscopes

Wake to radio or buzzer4 Easy-to-see
0.9" digits with PM and Wake indinewspapers Doubles as a cators Snooze and 59-minute sleep
handy 4-function calculator controls, dimmer switch, fast/slow
Fluorescent display #65-801
time-set, lighted dial #12-1529
More detailed than those in

TY:

Clothes
Closet

For Infornyetion
Regeeding

Electrolysis

SHACK ELECTRONIC TOYS & GAMES SAY"MERRY CHRISTMAS"!

(Permanent
Removal of Hair
Call

Southside Shopping

-Soft'n Cuddly Pettable Portables
By Radio Shack

753-8856

A Gift Within
a Gift!

•

1295

Pekingese. #12-967...13.95

),1

Church is an
old-fashioned
idea.

Low
As

Raccoon. #12-971

13.95

Brown Spaniel. 1*12-979
Cuddly Cat. #12-983
Frog. #12-984 . .
..
Floppy Dog. #12985

15.95
12.95
14.95

14.95

Furry little friends with an AM
radio inside. Handy external

Exciting Radio-Controlled Toys!
Gold Porsche #60-3025
Sherman Tank. #60-3037

Dune Buggy. #60-3038 ..
Silver Porsche. #60-3041
Lancia Racer. 1*60-3042
BMW Racer. k60-3044 .

Porsche Turbo. #60-3045
BMW Motorcycle.
-3074

By Radio Shack

95

Cut
Challenging, Computerized Games 25'0 Reg. 39.95
of Skill for the Whole Family!

et- *ft_iit
flattert••'sirs

37.95

Six Action TV Games in One!

controls Kids love 'ern,:
Batterws extra

11 95
39.95
59.95
15.95
24.95
39.95
69.95

29

Attaches

to Any
Target Hockey TV
Practice Skeet
Squash- Tennis
FCC approved
#60-3061 Blin••••111 exua
41

I L

,,,

0

Low-Priced Gifts for Kids!

Electronic Excitement! -etiW
0111111rIt

5995
1495
_
To
From

You bet it is. Two thousand years old-fashioned. It hasn't gone
out of style like peg pants and bobby sox. Christianity is not
just another fad.
At the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) we have a way
of looking at faith and the church that is a little different from
a lot of the other denominations. We believe in freedom of interpretation of the Scriptures. We don't tell you what to think,

Electronic Bowling. #60-1009
29.95
Electronic Repeat. #60-2142 .... 14.95

•••
4

we ask you what you think.

•
▪
▪

We sure don't think that the church is old hat. We think that
Christians should band together and share their faith and joy
of living through the church community.
Bring your new, or old, ideas to church Sunday. We welcome
both of you.

The First Christian Church

Championship Electronic Golf.
#60-2148
19.95
Championship Football. Reg $.19.95,
#60-2150 .
14.95
2-Player Football. Reg. $29.95,
19.95
#60-2156
Sports Arena. #60-2158
19.95
Computerized Arcade.
#60-2159
29.95
"Trick Shot" Basketball.
#60-2163 ..
14.95
24.95
2-Player Baseball. #602164
Cosmic 1000 Fire-Away.
39.95
#60-2165
Graduate_cbeip, .(:)-Z168 59.95

From 4
95 To

1495

Daredevil ZOOM Cycle
#60-1060 .
.
FM Wireless Mike. 1*60-2109

4.95
5.99

Electronic Sharp Shooter.

#60-2124
Police Car. #60-2379
Road Patrol Helmet. #60-3004Fireman's Helmet #60-300E,

14.95
6.99
7.99
7.99

Monkey See Celculator.
#60-3006
8.95
EC-351 Child's Learnin0 Calculator.
#65-825
o
.
. 12.95
5.95
Blackjack. #60-2351

1111 71sW,as,.
4111
.
nin
.

t

, -fiCal • e7:
fivf.,,Pi

4441
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Northfof the square on Fifth Street

c,

Berwyn extra

Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

Check Your Phone Book for the Rattle Thaek Store or Dealer Nearest You
A
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Arraignment For Union County Jailer Schedukd
14ORGANFif:L1), Ky. Union County .JudgeUnion- County- -Itirecubveflobflieies.
(AP
"It came as quite a surJailer Frankie Hayes,
who resigned earlier. this• prise to me," said Hines,
week, will be arraigned who has been a Vocal
Wednesday morning on critic of the controversial
charges he misa p- jailer for seVeral years-.
The pending felony
propriated money from
charges against Hayes
his 1980 office uctounts,
Hayes, who was con- voive $4,567 missing from
vieted of similar =aide- his office accounts.
Last week, the Kenmeanor theft • charges
earlier this year, resign- tucky Court of Appeals
upheld a Feb. 13 conviced Monday.
Don Berry, who won tion of Hayes on a similar
the general election for misdemeanor theft
t h e p o s t , w a s charge involving $11,968
immediately sworn in by in fees missing, from a

i ru pounded by the dieted Hayes for theft by
1979 afire account.
iline•--4aid -when -he sheriff's office asneen as - failure to make required
learned of Hayes' deci- the former jailer turns disposition of property of
More than $100 value,•
s on to yes ign, be them over, Hines said.
D felony.
Class
been,
"Mr. Hayes has
immediately contacted
The missing funds inRandy Landwehr with instructed by his attorney
•the state Auditor of (C. Terry Earl. Of volve excess fees from
Public Accounts office. Madtsohville) to turn the jailer's office. The
Landwehr's audits led to over the records,'; Hines Jailer's office collects a
certain amount for each
the Indictments against said.
Hayesin earlier years.
Those records -will be day a prisoner j3 held.
"1 called Randy' audited by Landwehr Any amount left over
because we didn't know sometime early next after office expenses and
how to change corn- year, Hines said. "It's a salaries are paid must be
mand," Hines said.
complicated thing," turned over to the county
generalfund.
On Landwehr's recom- Hines said.
Commonwealth's AtOn Nov. 2, a Union
mendation, Hayes' 1981
office records will be County grand jury in. torney Tommy Chandla

..
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•

•

Rift

•

•

45?

63444$

59 .k,

SUPER MARKET
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Thanks, Give Praise
:For We Are Richly Blessed

On this Thanksgiving Day, take a few minutes to
about what you have to be thankful for.
'think
•
•
•
•
•
•
your health? Not so good? Well, thank God
How's
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• LJ • LU •
— 1 you've lived this long. t lot of people haven't. You're
hurting? Thousands — maybe millions — are hurting
*,
I
oot
•
• more.(Have you ever visited a veterans' hospital? Or
oo.
a rehabilitation clinic for crippled children?)
•
If you awakened this morning and were able to
hear the birds sing, use your vocal cords to utter
human sounds, walk to the breakfast table on two
good legs and read the newspaper with two good
eyes, praise the Lord! A lot of people couldn't.
How's your pocketbook? Thin? Well, most of the
Plain or Self Rising
1.ew Cherheetlaleeet low Proof's"
is a lot poorer. No pensions. No welfare. No
world
We
No Social Security. In fact, one-third of
stamps.
food
5
Lb.
Naas
Owned & Operated
Accept Fowl Stamps
world will go to bed hungry tonight.
the
in
people
the
New Store News a.m.-11a...
Ms Rosary* Tha Right
Are you lonely? The way to have a friend is to be
•
With $10.00 Or More Purchase
T• Malt themwItles
one. If nobody calls you,call someone. Go out of your
way to do something nice for somebody. It's a sure
Excluding Dairy IL Tobacco
COX
for the blues.
cure
Products Or Drinks On Special
concerned about your country's future?
• Are you
Hooray! Our system has been saved by such concern. Prices Good
Concern for fair play under the law. Your country
11-25 Thru 12-1
may not be a rose garden, but it also is not a patch of
• weeds.
Freedom rings! Look and listen. You can still
• worship at the church of your choice, cast a secret
ballot and even criticize your government without
• fearing a knock on the head or a knock on the door at
midnight. And if you want to live under a different
. co(ealhe•
you are free to go. There are no Walls or
system,
•
PRIC115.1
7.ZA
So m1,10151
fences — nothing to keep you here.
„i9c
Texsun Save 34'Grapefruit
Flov-O-Rsch
• As a final thought, I'll repeat my Thanksgiving
Prayer; perhaps you will want to use it at your table
44410
of
Ill.
Pride
46 oz.
• today:
0, heavenly Father: We thank thee for food and
•
Old Fashioned Candy Chocolate
remember the hungry.
We thank thee for health and remember the sick.
•
We thank thee for friends and remember the
lb.7
Golden Cream Style Only
friendless.
•
We thank thee for freedom and remember the enOrange Slice
..

.

O

CAM,

said)* plans to go on with
1411941,
-PINksaeldisa.,
_..
iha
oespae earufr reports of
a plea bargain by the
former jailer.
"There has been no
agreement," Chandler By Abigail Van Buren
said. "It's always a
Feasibility, but it is not -Give
•
my feeling at the present
time ta amead the indict- 'c
ment to a lesser charge."
Hayes and his attorney
Thanksgiving again. A few
have apparently not yet DEAR READERS: It's
I wrote • column especially for Thanksago
years
whether to
decided
appeal the conviction ;__ giving. It was so well-received that I was asked to
u'r repeat it, and now it's become a tradition—Here it is
VOI•ing the 1979 funds to again:
be stateSupreme Court.

itA

lip

Juice

Orange
Juice

Corn

n9

Drops

Save 21`

lb.69c

Candy

siaMvaeycithese remembrances stir us to service
That thy gifts to us may be used for others. Amen.
• Have a wonderful Thanksgiving and may God bless
you and yours.
Love, ABBY
•

•

Chef Way Pure

Gal

Veg. Oil

9
3
2

240..98c

P.S. Want an instant high? The surest cure for the
post-holiday blues is to do something nice for some• one. Why not call someone who lives alone and invite
him (or her) over for leftovers?
• Better yet, call and say,"I'm coming to get you,and
I'll see that you get home."(Many older people don't
• drive, and those who do don't like to go out alone
after dark.)
• Try it. And let me know the results.
•

Save 40C

Cheese

Armour Treet Save 38' Luncheon

79c

Philadelphia Save 20' Cream

8 oz.

Purina 5 Lb. Bonus Bag

Dog Chow
Kellogg Rice Save 16`

Krispies

oca Cola t,11,3
Sprite or
Tab

$739
301b.

$129
79`

13 oz.

Black Pepper

Hyde Park Save 10`

$1 29
12 oz.

Meat

16 Oz.8 Bottle
Carton with
Bottles or Deposit

Libbys Sauer Save 136

Kraut
Plochmon's Prepared

•• *

Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off your
chest. Write to Abby, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd., Suite
16...2189`
5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250. For a personal reply,
• please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Mustard....m

0..3/$11

00

•

Hospital Reports

4 Plus 1 Spray Save 20'

Cleaner

16 oz.$1 49

Save 60C

4 oz.

•
•

,2?)
4
Cheer Laundry Save 20'

Detergent

ttiq

•
49 oz.$1 89

Seoltest Save 20'Cottage

/
.—

1201.69c
Faygo Asst. Drinks Save 24' 4/$1 00
Drinksi6 oz.

Cheese

Hyde Park

Towels i
Big Rolls
Save 38`

1

Folgers

Coffee

•

Any Grind

•

Save 20`

29

Flex Balsam

2 sioo

Rolls
\•

$1 66

Shampoo67' 16 Oz.
Reg.$2.33 Save
Aim

Toothpaste

Can

$1

6 4 oz.

•

19

Reg.$2.15 Save 96c

174
nd4urts1
A
Nursery 8
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Warren, Baby Boy
(Beverly), 1631 Farmer,
Murray.
Fuzzell, Baby Boy
(Debra), 823 Glendale,
Murray.
Wood, Baby Boy (Joanna),Rt.1 Bx. 182,Hardin.
DISMISSALS
Kimmi Summars, Bx.
59, Puryear, Tenn.,
Peggy Jo Edwards, 743
Nash, Murray, Rebecca
J. Thompson and ,Baby
Boy,Rt. l_Dexter, Dianna
S. Brittain and Baby Girl,
128 Riviera, Murray,
Sharon Kaye Price and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Sadie Nell Waters, 1397
Johnson,Murray.

Kenya Danielle Mat
thews, Rt. 2, Murra3
Freddie Mae Wilson, RI
3, Murray, Mary J
Rowlett, 208 S. 9th, Mui
ray, Christopher Alle
Long, Rt. 3, Union Cit3
Tenn., Douglas B. Stor3
504 Olive, Murray, Davi
M. Travis, Rt. 1, Wate,
Valley, Virginia R.
Crihfield, Rt.6, Murray.
Shirley A. Shelton, Rt.
8, Murray, Elena D. Curtis, 1510 Main, Murray,
Sarah L. Corwin, 1715
Wells Ext., Murray, Emma Denney, 324 Richmond, Clinton, Henry H.
Steproe, Rt. 5, Benton,
Irene L. Story, 803
Sycamore, Murray,
Frankie Alma Garland,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Herbert
W. Farris, 1311 Olive,
Murray.

MEAT DEPT.

6..

Leon Meaty Boston Butt

Pork Roast

FROZEN FOODS

RESTAURANT
°LB.

59c
Pie Shells..
Ground Beef
49`
Coconut ...
00
2/$1
v....
Sprouts
Sausage
Steak
99` $1 1? 99
Beans.•
Green PRODUCE
19` Bacon
Cabbage
Pet Ritz

Pure Fresh Lean Family Pack 3 Lb. or More

... 2 in pkg.

19

•

Tropic Isle Fresh Grated

lb.

.....6 oz.

Tender Tasty
Pork

Frosty Acres Brussel

Fields' Old
Fashioned Pork

a

Fields Pro-

Wieners

Frosty Acres Butter

lb,

20 oz.

c
1201.114.99

Carrots
Grapefruit
Oranges

* 'Florida Ruby Red

0

1 ib. Bag 31$1
Field's Sliced

$1 00

Bologna

6 for

Texas

nEpkg.s1 29
1

Metsger Chunk

Braunschweiger

79

lb.
1 09
Field Finest •
2to5 Lb. Avg. Baked

Hams

$298
lb:
:
1 11-ri
1
•
111,
.
sr:l.._xralt:YrtlIrCILLri:L.-re-C.rJ•ut: •`e-r4
.
-1-r:L!,:t
.
-1..5 lb. bog$

39

All You Can Eat
Adults $5.95
Underl2$2.95

75-3-4488

lb.

Fresh Crisp

Thanksgiving
Buffet

Call

Fields Sliced Slab

isI

"Serving American & Chinese Food Daily"
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Business Hours
Am Buffet6-11
Lunch 11-2 p.m.
• Dinner 4-10 p.m.

s1

ncluding Salad Boy, Egg Rolls, *Turkey & Dressing
ronberry Sauce, Baked Horn, Roost Beef, Turkey Di
chinese vegetables, &IQ Pork Fried Rice.three kinds
tables,bread ond dessert.
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THE ACES
"Few things are harder to
put up with than the annoyance of a good example " —
Mark Twain

Srdsorwia,

IRA G. CORN, JR

Suspended High School dirk
Await Derision-From Judge

NORTH
11.26-11-A
•4
A 10 7 2
•J 9 7
•A 8 3 2

EVANSVILLE, Ind. involved in the original
(AP) U.S. District walkout.
Judge Gene E. Brooks
The attorney for the
says he will rule next school system contends
WEST
EAST
week in the case of five the girls violated policy
•Q 1082
•K 7
Brazil High School girls by disrupting the school
WQ
111J 9 5
*Q10865
Excellent bidding and •4 3 2
expelled for distributing process and officials
•Q107
good play net the standard •J 65 4
literature on school were wn their rights
SQUTH
in the play of today's elusive
grounds.
by ordering the'
•AJ9§53
slam. George Mittlemen
The girls are suing the suspensions.
111( 43
and Diana Gordon of Toron41 A K
school principal and the
to bid a difficult slam in the
Attorneys for the girls,
•K-9
Clay Community School
Master Mixed Teams at the
including a represenCorp.,
seeking
reinstateSummer National ChamIndiana Civil
Vulnerable East-West
ment and unspecified tative of the
pionships. With practically Dealer: South. The bidding
Union, contend
Liberties
damages. They were
no other pairs reaching the
students' constituWest
North East
suspended Oct. 1 for the the
slam, the same slam had Smith
14
Pass
1 NT
Pass
rights of freedom
tional
been bid at both tables for a 2 NT Pass 3*
rest of the semester after
Pass
were
expression
of
tie and there were two 4V
Pass
54
Pass
they distributed leaflets
punishthe
by
violated
51,
surprised pairs instead of 5*
Pass
Pass
seemingly promoting a
6V
distributing
All
none.
school boycott the next ment for
pass
The specialized bidding
literature.
day.
sequence deserves some
A walkout by students
School officials are
Opening
lead
Club
four
explanation. South's two no
at the high school pro- seeking dismissal of the
trump bid showed about 19
points and North's three dia- excellent fit with little in testing school case, saying the girls
mond bid was a transfer the way of duplicated disciplinary policies on have not exhausted their
promising a five card heart values. The official result Sept. 30 led to the suspen- legal remedies through
suit. South's jump to four was a tie but who can deny sion of 54 students for one administrative and state
hearts promised a super that both pairs were fully or three days. None of the processes.
hand for play at hearts and deserving of a win?
five plaintiffs was
The Tuesday hearing
after control showing cueBid.
with
Corn
bids in the minor suits, the
small slam was duly South holds:
11-26-81-B
reached.
won
Dummy's club ace
•AJ9653
the first trick and the
•K 4 3
spades were started, declar•A K
+K9
er cashing his ace and cuffing a small one in dummy.
The trump ace and king South North
were cashed and the 3-2 140
1 NT
break made the rest easy. A
second spade was ruffed in
dummy and a diamond was ANSWER: Three no trump
led to declarer's king to ruff A jump to three spades is
a third spade in dummy to non-forcing and therefore
establish the suit. Now inferior to three no trump.
declarer merely cashed his With super cards in all side
winners ansl•East could take suits, it's better to bid the
his high trump whenever he game then risk playing in a
wished.
part sem
• The 10th of each month is a very important date to
This was an excellent
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
Send
bridge
questions
to
The
Aces,
slam made on only 27 high
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
card points in the combined P.O. Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with selt-addreased, stamped envelope
their bill
hands. The key in reaching for
reply.
You see, these carriers are independent business
the slam is to uncover the
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When .you don't pay them by the 10th,
"THE TAILOR SHOP"
they have to dig down into their own pockets to Make
up the difference.
Of All Types
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
Custom Sewing By Appointment
each month They depend on you to write their pay
checks
Drapes
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
Custom Mode - Altered - Repaired
your carrier.
Steam Pressing — Come By
so. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
Early Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sot. 7-5
bother of monthly collections.
Sue Maw
Dedri Tindell Virginia Rogers

originally was scheduled
on a request by the4irts
for a temporary injunction allowing them back
in school.
Brooks, however, said
he wanted to decide the
entire -ease Tuesday and
called both sides Into
chambers to attempt to
reach a compromise
-('an we sit down and
talk like human beings'"
he asked_
After a 75-minute
meeting in the judge's
chambers, however,
neither side could agree
to anything.
There followed
testunony by 14 witnesses
which lasted until late
Tuesday night.
Ten students, including
the five plaintiffs,
testified the Sept. 30
walkout did not disrupt
school nor did the

After Thanksgiving
Sole
Friday Saturday

dictribution hi the leaflet,
the !lest da) A teacher
called by the plaintiffs
made similar statements
The leaflets contained
statements about a
walkout planned Oct 2
and told of a meeting of
students the night of Oct
1.
School Pnncipal Larry
Rambis and Assistant
Principal Jim Buell both
said the demonstration
Sept 30 made normal
school activity
impossible
Rambis, who is in his
first kear, at Brazil High
School. allmitted he is
tr)ing to increase
discipline
Several students said
punishments were handed out in an uneven
fashion, which led to
unrest among the student
body and prompted the
first walkout.

ntire ST

Bedspreeds end Drapes

IV

°
/0

Off

Se It t 1.)

Priscillas
1O%

Off

REEVES_FACTORY
SURPLUS
204 N Brewer St
Downtown Poris, Tenn
901-642 9019

REMEMBER
"THE 10TH!

Alterations

Tisha Gardner

Doris Watson

101 N. 12th St.

759-1177

Murray

Your discount parts supermart

•
•

,

/(
7

•

6.99

2499

•
•

Electric fuel

pump

•

Foreign brake shoes
Price with
most import

h torte For
Ars

Water pumps
A•manufactured tor mo•I
domestic car., Pricy
with sischang•

7.99

Universal replacement for
most applications. Quality
manufactured by Master.

•
•

Foreign brake pads
For most import cars

Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

Mirrray Ledger & Times

I111kulmou

39.95

25%0FT
STOCK
OTS

ENT

Incredible!
Every pair of
western boots
sloshed 25%
off their
everyday low
prices.
Hundreds of
pairs of Valuepocked men's,
women's and
kids styles to
select from. In
o variety of look
and materials
including leathers
Regularly $12.99
to $59.99.

48 month battery
Four years of guaranteed
starting power Auto
Shack priced to save you
money Exchange

•

-.'

.69

29.99
Under dash 8-track or cassofte
6 watts of audio power Slide control volume Easy
installation

CO-2 gas treatmant
Just add 10 from gels fur
better mileage It oz
can limit?

Do it yourself...save big bucks!

air filter

FLUSH'N
FILL KIT

At-I

4110111111111•11111iMP
•••••11
flint
—NII
'tee

.18.•

1.99

1.99

8.99

Flush 'n flIl kit
Now you cdn
sionally back flush
vOur cooling system

40-piocyy sackat sot

9.99manual
Auto repair

ACE air Rhos-

Contains everything you
need for the daityourselfer. Metric d inch.

The famous Chilton
manual that tells you
how to do it right

Reg 299 and J41
most domestic cars
Limit 2

Hours: Mon-Sat8 a.m. til 8 p.m.
#T112

6.99
Boost., cabby.

39.99
Thick rails
Fits most site trucks
with easy installation
Adds class to any truck

14.99

.77
WIndshiaid washar
solvent
Ready to use 1 gal lug
Limit 2

Wheel covers
For VI sporty look
Available in sizes 13
14 & 15'

Open every Sunday
•

Warranty

Any remanufacturecl part purchased from AUTO SHACK will be re
placed for a periad of one year from date of purchase if under normal
conditions it fails to give satisfactory service
•

Sole prices good
•-thfougn the -weekend

Paducah
Big K Shopping Center
9:00 a.m.-900 p.m.
1-6 Sunda

Ad prices rtet psee ter eearedie parts — dprices posit Ono SesiSksy

Cope Girardeau
Central Shopping Center
9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. Daily
1M
-6uSrr
unl
yy

New Location:
West Park Mall
Open 9:30 a.m.-9:30 p.m. Daily

SOUTMSIDE
SHOPPING CEKTER
MURRAY, KY

753-8971
712 LOCUST STREEr
PARIS, TN

644-9588
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Prices Good Ulna Nov. 29
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UNCLE JEFF'S
HEALTH AND BEAUTY
AIDS DEPT.

•

• ..

11 IGHV1 A v 641-

Uft

.
0 al
MI •
•• ••

Y

KY

CT:) In
Or
.
0. IS • ••• •• 4, A

ono items not exact

as

Prices Good Tim Nov. 29
Ladies Warm,Thick, Luxurious

i tute

II

e
...v'•

Il
I
U,
l

Norelco Rotatract Rechargeable
Rotary ROO,
With Trim Action Modes Ti Neat Al Shaves
No. 1110131$ Sale $

3 Floating heeds, nine settings, pep eft trimmer
flp top domino
$ 739
eit
Ne. NP1602 Sale

399

Carrington
Junior Log
Roll

Westclox
Electric
Wall Clock

_Christma
Wrpig
Paper
Boontlful NA* Design
26" Roll
No. 2422 Fell
Ni. 2421 Paper
Sale Year Choke

Frolic, Bright, Checkboard
Design, Dial Accents,
Modern Case Design
White No. 26355
Classtiase Old Fashion
School Clock
Design No. 26261

84'

Your Choice Sole

Sathers
Mixed
28 Nuts
Lb. Bag

Sale

$479

By Mennen
For the son who reaches higher
3.2 Oz. Cologne
3.2 Oz. After Shave
Sale $298

Side $249

How Retorleat,
pe-Slospeil
Use Tor After Tear
AS Tips, easily ossesikol,
maples waning
No. 72-6817

Mr. Coffee
Automatic
Drip
Coffee Brewing
System

witagif

$31.97
Mfg. Rebate $10.00
yogi. Cod

Hershey
Candy Bars

Fresh Not Popcorn in minutes,
no shaking or stirring 4 qt.
Ile. M9235-45

.$827

$1.50 Valve

Clairol
One For
The Road
Hair Dryer

Contiaeas Action
Decongestant
Ecoromy Size 40 Capsules

Comport Travel
Dryer, 1200 Watts, Dual Voltage
Setting Model MD-1

$439

195

sok

Northern
4-Way
Lighted
Mirror

Ni

Sole$ 1

Presto Wee
Fry Electric
Skillet
4
•

e

of.

Removable Lens, Mass
Bulb Changing Fast a'ad Easy.
Regular and Magnifying
Model 1623

1588

sale $

Northern
Deluxe
Set'n Curl
Mist Dry
Hairsetter

-

with 20 rattier size rollers
Model 1546

irwskeissieir_

21
/
2 Oz. After Shays
and 5 Oz. Soap On A
lope No. 3305

Sole

Anchor
Hocking
Amber
Cuisine
Entrees

- --r
I/•,,•,,,

1Y2 et. stkity dish and natvral
rotten basket
No. M 1400/230

$595

k

WARMUP SUITS

Reg. $12.99-14.99 Sole
Reg.$15.99-16.99

000

I

SWpokTSHIRTS
SLEEPSH1RTS

Sal e 1 35°

50

'A
Reg. $18.99-19.99 Solefl T

COATS & JACKETS
On Sale $ 1 300,$190°, & $2800

Handi-Bag 2 Ply

UU

Values to $39.99
Ladies

COATS AND JACKETS

Now Only $30°°, $4200 & $5500

Values to $75.00 e
ms

UNIROYAL RUBBER BOOTS

di
s

Insulated

Buy One• Pair- Get
2nd Pair of Equal
Value or Less For
Only $1.00

•
•

•
16440tb

Men's Dress & Casual

SHOES h_Price

••••.,

Women's

sale

SLUSH
188
BOOTS $ 1 $4.11
100% Waterproof
Heese Lined-Full Zipper

Save

Boys

SNOW SUITS
$1 488
Reg. $24.99 Sale

$ 1 Q88

Old Spice
Gift Set

1 988

Not cuffing brush with
mist, it straightens, it brushes,
it curls, it waves, use with
mist er dry Na. N11640

Car"

Misses & Junior
$

$1795

$369

Norelco Curly
Plus

2PLY

SWEATERS

Kentucky Wildcat
Infant, Toddler
and Girlswear

Ladies

Weal 7 x 10" cooking
surface, frit n serve top, hard
'surface, finish inside and oat for
no stick cooking
No. WFS1
Sale

•4-1

Save $4.11

Mens-Boys-Youths

Contac
Cold
Capsules

SAVE $

2197

$

Mirro Electric
Corn Popper

Milk Chocolate, Almond,
Wbettisamecalit, Shot,
Ird kit, and Mere
Peck of 6-25' Bon
Sale Year Choke

97

88

Brews 2-10 Ceps, No. CBS-900

$1 295
4

Reg.$25.99 Sole$21

Girls

Sall Price

a

Reg $19 99sole $ .1 588

Hawk

American 6-Foot
Scotch Pine
Christmas Tree

IHRSHEIS
INERS111;1c

VELOUR
ROBES

Norelco Rotatrect Electric Razor

Reg. $29.99 Sale

I

Nylon Shell, Polyester Filled, Zip Leg,
Zip Off Hood

men,
THERMAL
UNDERWEAR
Boys

FLANNEL
SHIRTS
Men's

Levis

Sale

Reg

$499

Sale

g

100% Cotton
Raschel Knit
S-XL

Save $2.01

Sizes 4-7

Sizes 816

$398

$498
Now

Now

By Durable Press

BELL BOTTOMS
$
R

Sole

' Toil 'hate Can Bogs, Lemon Stewed
44 qt. Box of 15 with ties

'Save $7.11

$10,99,

P.

linumWaneineleviesruseseelneesnirinelnrinnem-s-e-ireamegneeleirinneeminpl:
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Shop Uncle Jeff's for hardware
•
paint, automotive, plumbing
wise
Li \-- s•sa
a
IN
•
Uncle Jeff's has the sae.%
ili•MI
III• NIP
L aI us aildall se
d•w
electrical, sporting
goods
IL1111/7. .1•Iii f •If
largest selection under :117.
.. health and
beauty
aids
•—••••••■•••••dis
Everyt
hing at I
one roof...
r
ae
housewares, clothing, shots
.
%
l - r-m
••...•an•Il•
c----J .
DISCOUNT PRICES
toys, camera equipment and till
II
\.__
•••
•••••
.
.Cif_ I. lowest priced discount pharmacl •
ii••••
awe II •• es se .. • ....— J
••••
11111•11111111 &NMI III • 111 Ils III • II II II • II II in the
area.
Prices Good Thru Nov. 29th
HIGHWAY 64I--MURRAY, KY
items not exoc t as ic
• %
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4SUPER

SPECIALS FROM

UNCLE JEFF
'
S

HARDWARE DEPT,
•

e:„,
%

ea
as
I

3/4 H. P.
Black &
Decker

Router
Kit
Model No. 7605
Reg. $64.99

Buffalo 40 Piece
1 /4"& 3/8" Drive SAE & Metric
Old lronsides
Reg. $7.97

Socket Set
Reg . S12.47

Chimney
Sweep
Soot Destroyer

Buffalo
Bench
Drill
Press

Controls Soot
& Creosote
1 Lb. Can

I
a

IN

3 Speed
'AI" Check
/
1 3 NP MOW

Leaf
Rakes

Reg. $139.00

Reg. $2.87

67

•
$1 99

Auto
Seat Covers
For Cars 1.
Tracks

Heet Fuel
System Dryer
& Anti Freeze

•

Tan & Black Only

RTING GOODS
LE JEFFS SPORaincheck
SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCRaincheck
s
s

No

Name Brand

Duck & Goose
Calls
At Discount
Prices
Mallard Tone, Yentzen,
Finellis, GAN And
Many More

Flambeau
Super Mag
Sand Keel
Duck Decoys
$4595
Dozen
Flombeos Super Meg
'Goose Shill 29' Long $57.99 doz

Good Selection
of Walls

Discount Prices

Coveralls

On NameBrand

All At Discount
Prices
Layaway now

for Christmas

Holsters
Many Police
Type

Gift..Certificates Available For Christmas

NO

Government
Issue Air
Force MA-1
„
Reversible
if->"
.
I'm a heodin' for Uncle Jeff's To
Flight Jackets
Ds Me Some Trodin'l
Good Supply Of Used
$4895
Shotguns, Rifles, Handguns
Financing
Good Selection
At Below Bank
of
Rates With
,1001°;o
'cket Knives and
Approved Credit
Sheath Knives
We Buy, Trade
Case, Camillus, Schrode,
Uncle Henry
& Sell Guns
Hand Made Knives 117 R. E. Daniel
We
Buy,
Sell,
and
Trade,
Guns

IC?

410.

•.

kl4

i Many

Traps &
Trapping
Supplies
At Discount Prices

Stainless
Ruger
Mini 14
.223 Cal

$3999`5
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New Coach Quest Begins

Curci Replacement Sought
"Some of them hate
anyone who makes over
$25,000 a year and don't
care if you wipe out the
football program."
Chandler said he didn't
think a rash of off-thefield incidents involving
players and the police
was Curci's undoing.
"In 1979, they gave him
a new five-year contract,
High school players after the UK Athletics
so they wiped all that
cannot be signed to Board voted 15-1, to buy
out," Chandler said.
three
remaining
the
up
Feb.
before
grants-in-aid
"This is unjust and unfair
18 and Kentucky's assis- years of Curci's contract.
and, I think, a tragic deciCurci was unavailable
tant football coaches will
sion that ought not to
be expected to recruit for comment and said
have been made.
despite the firing of Fran last Saturday he was
"I think this boy got
Curci as head coach, imposing a "communicabad treatment and for
tions blackout" until
Hagan said Tuesday.
that they'll have to
He made the statement today.
answer. I don't have to
answer it."
Hagan said Curci's firCurci's firing was coning after four straight los- sidered a foregone coning seasons was "in the clusion when the Wildcats
best interests of the followed a season university and its football opening victory over
program, but former North Texas State with
Gov. Albert B. "Happy" seven straight losses. The
Chandler said it set the low point of the season
football program back was a 29-3 homecoming
"at least five years."
loss to Virginia Tech.
Chandler, who cast the
Kentucky rallied for
only vote against the mo- two victories in the last
tion to fire Curci, said he three games, including a
Is under new managment and
would be "sorry for the 21-10 season-ending
specializing in Fresh Catfish
fellow that comes in" to triumph over archrival
replace him.
Tennessee, but that was
and BBQ Ribs
"I wouldn't undertake not enough to save Curit (the job)," Chandler ci's job.
PUTE LUNCHES ARE SERVED DAILY FROM
said. "I used to be a foot"I knew it (the firing)
ball coach, but this job I was going to happen,"
11 TILL CLOSING
wouldn't take."
said Doug Williams, a
HOMEMADE PIES
If 'Curci's prospective freshman tackle from
& COBBLERS
replacement asked his Cincinnati. "I give Coach
advice, -I'd say to try to Curci a lot of credit for
go someplace else," sticking it out."
Williams said earlier in
Chandler said. "This
Country Boy Night
(university) established the season that he would
itself in times past as the transfer if Curci was
Come In Register For 2 fish
graveyard of coaches and fired. Asked if he had
dinners to be given away
they just made another changed his mind,
demonstration of it Williams said, "Right
now, I have no comment
today."
Ironically, Curci's nine- on that."
"I feel like Coach Curci
year tenure was the
$1.00 Off On All Fish Dinners
a lot of courage in
showed
football
UK
in
longest
history, but Chandler not giving up," added
Turkey and Dressing Served Every Sunday
recited a list of former linebacker Frank Hare of
Wildcat coaches and Lexington. "I think they
TRY Oil BREAKFAST SPECIALS
assistants who gained (the Athletics Board)
success in the National should have waited until
hu 4a.u. tor IA Deer Hirters-bieenale
Football League after after the season to even
being fired here. They in- bring it up. I don't think
biscuits awl gravy.
cluded Blanton Collier, they treated him right,
Don Shula and Chuck but he didn't let it affect
Private &Mg room for group dinner of private
us."
Knox.
Both Williams and
"It's attitude,"
Parties available.
Chandler said. "None of Hare said they hoped
these so-called experts Charlie Bailey, Curci's
Located co Hwy 68
here, these profes.,ors on chief assistant, would be
Ii Agra
this (athletics board), hired as head coach.
4144154
they didn't help this man Bailey was in charge of
(Curci). They didn't go to the Wildcat defense,
practice. They didn't help which, statistically, rankhim recruit. They didn't ed among the best in the
Southeastern Conference.
help him at all.
Curci will continue to
draw his $46,725 salary
until Bee. 31, 1984. His
assistants "will be retained as employees until
March 31 and we
certainly expect them to
perform their recruiting
duties until that time,"
Hagan said.
University officials are
"anxious to get on about
our business" of finding a
coach, "but we feel like
we've done the proper
thing by waiting until
after the season, which is
what we said we'd do,"
Hagan said. "We haven't
talked to a single coach.
No one has talked to a
coach on our behalf."

CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — The University of
Kentucky should find a
new football coach "as
soon as possible, but we
don't feel rushed by any
means," Athletics Director Cliff Hagan said.
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Bunyan, MSU Coaches Become
Cross Country Award Winners
Murray State cross
country coach Bill Cornell calls his sophomore
Chris Bunyan "my little
bundle of TNT."
Monday, at the NCAA
Cross Country Championships in Wichita, Kan.,
the 5-3 Bunyan _exploded
at about the halfway
point of the 10,000 meter
competition and eventually crossed the finish
line 17th among the pack
of 189 runners.
Bunyan's finish
represents a milestone in
MSU cross country
history as he becomes only the third Racer harrier
to earn All-America
honors and the first since
1973.
"The top 25 runners
earn All-America honors
and that was my goal all
along," said the softspoken Bunyan. "I've

never known a race that
was so intense, so difficult."
Bunyan and Cornell
had a fixed strategy for
the competition and Bunyan's execution of the
"game plan" apparently
paid off.
"Our game plan was to
stay up among the
leaders early and then
maintain a position
around 15th," said Cornell. "Chris got out early
but as he came around
about the halfway point
he was 25th and I shouted
out his position as he
passed me."
"Chris had a scared
look in his eyes when he
found out he was 25th,"
added Cornell. "The next
time I saw him he was
13th. He's got so much
pride and he ran one heck
of a gutty race against

unbelievable competition."
Bunyan, who covered
the course in 29:46.7, said
he was "a bit concerned"
when he found out he was
25th in the pack.
"I just gritted my teeth
and ran hard," said Bunyan.
Bunyan was actually
13th in the field as he
headed down the
straightaway to the finish
line but was passed by
three runners near the
finish.
Bunyan was the only
runner from an OVC
school to place in the top
25 and earn All-America
honors. He joins Jim Krejci (1971) and Sam Torres
(1973) as Racer cross
country All-Americans.
Bunyan was not the only Racer cross country
representative to receive

an honor Monday.
Cornell, who guided the
Racers to the OVC men's
championship, and
women's head coach
Margaret Simmons, who
directed the Lady Racers
also to a team OVC title,
were selected conference
coaches of the year.
Cornell, in his 15th
season at MSU, has
directed Murray State to
three OVC championships. He was honored as
OVC Indoor Track Coach
of the year in 1980.
Simmons, in her 14th
year with the Lady
Racers, has won OVC
cross country coach of
the year for three consecutive seasons.

RESTAURANT

HONOR EARNERS —
(Far left) Murray State
sophomore Chris Bunyan
earned All American
honors Monday with .his
17th place finish in the
NCAA Cross Country
Championships
while
Murray State's Bill Cornell and Margaret Simmons (above) were named Ohio Valley Conference Cross Country
Coaches of the Year.

Friday Night

Saturday Night

MURRAY STATE/MISSOURI AT KANSAS CITY
SATURDAY/RACER ARENA/7:30 P.M.
"TV-6 Poster Night"
1,500 Free MSU Basketball Posters Available To First 1,500 Fans At Game

Fingers o ds AL Cy Young Award
In One Hand, MVP Award In Other
second, two for third, one
for foigth and one for
sixth, giving him 312
points. Henderson collected 12 first-place
votes, 13 for second, two
for third and one for
fourth for 308 points.
Fingers and Henderson
were the only players
named on all 28 ballots.
Baltimore first
baseman Eddie Murray
was third with 144 points,
followed by Boston outfielder Dwight Evans and
Oakland outfielder Tony
Armas.
Ironically, it was the
one first-place vote given
to Armas that might have
cost his teammate,
Henderson, the MVP
honors.
Fingers was 6-3 with a
1.04 earned run average

NEW YORK (AP) —
Mil-Waukee Brewers
reliever Rollie
Fingers, who earlier this
month won the Cy Young
Award as the American
League's best pitcher, added the league's Most
Valuable Player honors
today.
Fingers,35, became the
first relief pitcher — and
the first pitcher since
Oakland's Vida Blue in
1971 — to sweep both
honors.
His margin over A's
outfielder Rickey
Henderson was just four
points, one of the closest
races ever in the voting
by the Professional
Baseball Writers of
America.
Fingers collected 15
first-place votes, nine for

and 28 saves in 47
appearances for the
Brewers, who won the
second-half title in the
American League East.
In his 78 innings, he
struck out 61 and walked
only 13.
"I feel this was my best
season ever," Fingers
said after he won the Cy
Young. -Very few guys
get a chance to have a
year like I had.
"I gave up 10 runs all
year and every one of
them was earned."
Fingers came to the
Brewers from San Diego
by way of St. Louis last
winter. He was dealt to
the Cardinals at the
winter meetings, then
went to Milwaukee,
which never had a solid
reliever, two days later.

Fingers is used to winning. He was the A's
bullpen ace in each of
their World Championship seasons, 1972-74. He
was the World Series
MVP in 1974 against Los
Angeles, winning one
game and saving two
with a 1.93 ERA.
Following the 1-761
season, Fingers signed
with -San Diego as a free
agent. He spent four
seasons as a Padre, setting National League
records with 35 saves in
1977 and 37 saves the next
year. He also holds two
World Series marks:
relief appearances, 16,
and career saves, 6. He
was named National
League Fireman of the
Year in 1977,'78 and '80.

Cooling System &
Lube Oil & Filter
7
Special

Get to know your neighbor. He's a

National Leader
in his profession

Cooling System
Special

Reg. Retail
Cost $25.731

Includes
Drain & Flush Cooling
System, Install 1 Gal.
save $9.84
Of Anti-Freeze,Inspect
Belts & Hose,Pressure
Test.
Offer Good Thru Dec.9th, 1981

$1589

F
Scruggs,C.Tim, FIC
Field Representative
Murray,Ky.
Woodmen of the World
Tickets 55 and 54

Coll 762-6800

For Season Tickets

MURRAY STATE/WEST VIRGINIA TECH MONDAY/RACER ARENA/7:30P.M.
"NIKE BUMPER STICKER NIGHT"
1,500 Free MSU Basketball Bumper Stickers To First 1,500 Fans At Game

4

This specially trained Woodmen Field Representative
has earned national recognition for excellence, providing outstanding service for his Woodmen members.
*MILT frat#InitY'S

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
•
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
I l(rmr. (1110c r

of mirnrn

low.',•

Lube Oil 8 Filter
.
Reg. Retool
Special
Cost $22.00

Includes

I

$1 700 I
Chassis Lubrication,
Oil Change, And Filter
wIcoupon
Change. Includes Up To
Say.$5,00 I
5 Qts. of Oil
Offer Good Thru Dec. 9tfs, 198) • I

a

...Murray Datsun
I- . Chrysler-Dodge
604S. 12th — 753-7114
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Thanksgiving, Playoffs
Await Lions, Chiefs•

Construction Begins On Lanes

Strikes Predicted At MSU
By the first week in
February Murray State
officials predict the first
strike to occur on campus. And that strike will
be followed by another,
and another, and another.
Of course few officials
are worried about the
strikes because they'll be
occuring in the basement
area of the University

Center in the school's new the MSU Physical Plant Dec 7 and contunie until
bowling lanes, currently department. said Dec. 14 or 15.
Dave Kratzer, Univerperipheral construction
under construction.
The Brunswick Cor- such as lighting, concrete sity Center director, says
poration of Atlanta was work and ceiling installa- interviews have already
recently awarded the tion will be completed by begun in the search for an
contract to begin con- the university and the operator of the lanes. The
struction of the 8189,255 Brunswick Corporation selected applicant would
eight lane bowling center will be responsible for the be required to undergo a
and completion of the poisetting equipment and month-long instructional
period at a Brunswick
project is expected by the the lanes.
mechanics school in
by
Construction
middle of next month.
Tal Fannin, director of Brunswick will begin order to operate, main-

Curci's Final Post-Victory Story
Anticipates Coach's Removal
hire George Allen as his
replacement.
—The Wildcats' sevengame losing streak, during which the high hopes
of preseason melted into
anguish. .
—UK President Otis
Singletary's appointment
of an ad hoc committee to
review the football program and make "appr opr i a te
His tale was sprinkled recommendations" to the
with references to a Athletics Association.
—The belief held by
series of events that are
many, including Curci,
all too familiar by now:
—Gov. John Y. Brown that the appointment was
Jr.'s mid-summer cam- an empty gesture and
paign to oust Curci and that Curci's fate had

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Fran Curci was
in a story-telling mood
after Kentucky's
pulsating 21-10 victory
over Tennessee. He chose
for the occasion an
allegory that didn't
threaten the memory of
Shakespeare, but spoke
volumes about a bitter 3-8
season.

SCOREBOARD
Basketball
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Diesim
W
P. GB
L
917 Philadelphia
1
11
Bnston
2
10
1
833
New York
7
333
8
4
113
8
4
7
Washington
New Jersey
3 10
84
231
Central
636
Atlanta
4
7
5
Milwaukee
.615
7
5621
Detroit
5
2
462
Indiana
7
8
6
428
Clucago
8
24
8
4
3tt
Cleveland
.113
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
Pct. GB
9
Sao Antonio
3
.74

Drill=

5
5
8
0
12

Utah
Denver
Houston
Kansas City
Dallas

6
5
6
3
1

Portland
los Angeles
Golden State
Phoerus
Seattle
San Diego

Pacific Division
8
3
4
10
' 5
5
6
5
5
2
9

Tuesday's Games
Indiana 127, New York 112
Washington 107, Golden State
Atlanta 94. Cleveland 92.01
Milwaukee 103, Detroit 95
Los Angeles 15, Dallas 110
New Jersey 102, Houston 64
Chicago 109. San Diego 102

545
SO/
os
273
077

24
3
4
54
84

777
714
583
645
.500
IV

2
23
6',

at

4

already been decided.
Curci chose for his plot
a "space shot" in which
astronauts were rocketed
toward an area of the
moon called "the Sugar
Bowl."
As they get up into
space, things start going
wrong," he said. "All of a
sudden, things aren't going the way they planned.
They have a little governor problem in the engine
there."
The astronauts' problems go from bad to
worfe, Curci said, and
plans for a moon landing
are scrapped. Now the
astronauts are "just trying to survive" and get
home, he said.
"On the way back, the
earth people decide,
'Well, golly, somebody's
made a mistake here.
We'd better form an ad
hoc committee. Those
astronauts must have
screwed up or
something.'...
"Finally, as they enter
the earth's atmosphere,
they break through the
air space over Tennessee
on a good note."
But during the capsule's re-entry, "all of a
sudden, there's heat
everywhere," Curci said.

"So, we don't know
what's going to happen
when he comes out of this
heat he'd under," Curci
said, "but you know one
thing: regardless of how
it comes out, there's going to be a lot more missions in the future.
There's going to be a lot
of successes and a lot of
failures. Either way it
goes, things will still
move on.
"This time will pass
and everybody's going to
go away happy,OK? How
do you like that? Isn't
that a nice story?"

Blackford House Gallery
Bright's
Corn-Austin
Dwight's
Graham Jackson
Lerman's
Littleton'S
Mademoiselle Shop

National Store
Specialty Shop
Wallis Drug

Every Sunday
1:00-500
Until Christmas

PONTIAC, Mih API
. It's only November on
the National Football
League calendar, but it's
already playoff time as
far as the Detroit Lions
and Kansas City Chiefs
are concerned
Roth cluba feel the
need a victory in Thursday's nationally televised
game in the Silverdome
The Chiefs. 84,are tied
with Denver f3r first in
the AFC West and
bidding for their first
playoff berth since 1971.
-Every week is important now."- Chiefs Coach
Mary Levy said "You'
cant let down in this

•

"I men, there's heat all
over this capsule, right?
"At that point, they call
a communications
blackout. So at this point,
there's going to be a communications blackout for
the astronaut — me —
and I ain't saying nothing
about this whole situation
until Wednesday....
"The astronaut right
now is thinking, 'Golly, I
don't know if I really like
this kind of work or not. I
may have to change my
whole attitude about this
thing. My family's kind of
been through a lot of
problems and I don't really know if I want to do this

NOW
OPEN
SUNDAYS

Murray Supply

lain. and trouble-shoot.
the lanes and equipment
Kratzer also added that
approximately 80 percent
of the lanes' business
would come from the
MSU students, faculty
and emplo)ees. Projected times of operation
would be from 8 or 9 a.m.
til 11:30 pm during
weekdays and possibly
midnight on weekends.
The University Center
director said the lanes
would be open to the
public but a reduced playing rate would be granted
students and MSU personnel

Mavericks Challenge
Losing Streak Record

It is just the ("joule
lee the Chiefs who hews
only -one home piss
remaining - again*
Miami on Dec 13 — while
facing Denver and
Minnesota on the reed.
141. the Lieee. Obr
Muds hAve oe.of Ubr
NFL's best ronnInk
attacks and alio one if
the best defenses against
the run. Leading Ow
"fiefs are two rookie run
ng backs — Joe
De anes who set a club
ourselves There's no • record with 193 yards in a
cushion or margin for game two weeks ago, and
Billy Jackson, a
error "
The Lions-defeated the short-yardage spectalist
.Chicago Dears 23 7 on who leads the club with 10
•
Sunday for their first touchdown,
Detroit's Billy Sims
road „v.ulory of the
season. The Chiefs, pla)- rushed for 117 yards on 22
ing an - almost perfect carries in the Lions' viceame, rolled over the tory over Chicagoan SunSeattle Seahawks 46-13im day It was SMIS. third
straight 100-yard game
Sunday
The Lions have won all and his sixth of the
five games they played'in season The second-year
ttie Silverdome this tailback has gained 1,123
season and only one of yards, and seems well on
their remaining games is his way toward breaking
in 'Green his 1980 club record of
on the road
1.303 yards
Ray on Dec 6
league
The lams. who have
not been ui the • playoffs
since 11170. trail
Minnesota in the NFC
Central with a 64 record.
but feel they still haste a
chance to qualify
wildcord. .
"This is the important
time to play well.'
Detroit Coach Monte
(lark said. This is when
you have te have it for the
final dnve We've got an
opportunity for

By GARY MYERS
lost 11 straight on the
AP Sports Writer
road dating back to
Things haven't chang- March. The Nets opened
ed all that much for the up a nine-point lead in the
Dallas Mavericks.
second quarter and
Last season, their first stayed in control despite
in the National Basket- Moses Malone's 24 points.
ball Association, the
Mavericks had losing
streaks of 12 and 15
games.
hamburvrfs
T.Mavericks current
seafood ti
losfrrg streak has reached
serious proportions ...
-they are seriously
challenging last season's
marks of ineptitude. The
Los Angeles Lakers 145110 victory in Dallas was
theirneighth straight
Tuesday night, but the
ttkt
loss was the llth straight
ti
'
15e0
for Dallas.
COUPONS
THIS
IT-TIP
conWhile the Mays
tinue to have all sorts of
problems, the Lakers are
red-hot. K a reem AbdulJabbar scored 25 points in
just 26 minutes and
seafood vow..
•
Jamaal Wilkes added 19
A. great
•(
golden trie,T
twelve
•••
Includes
trencn
points in 21 minutes as
•
crisp
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.
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New York Knicks 127-112;
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the Washington Bullets
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stow
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Chicago Bulls beat the
San Diego Clippers 109-102.
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Johnny Davis, recently
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re-inserted into the starting lineup, scored 34
•
points and Louis Orr had
a career-high 23, including seven in the final
1:35 after the struggling
quality The
Knicks cut an 11-point
con toste me
deficit to three. New
',•.;0 ,i1 .....
York, losers of five of six,
#-.;:'-Y
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.
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victory
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MAR-KEL LIGHTING'S
FACTORY OUTLET STORE
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Fantastic Savings During Our Big
Pre-Holiday Sale
c
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SPECIAL SALE TABLE
OF CERAMIC LAMPS
$ 2"each - Complete with shade
SPECIAL SALE ON
SELECTED GROUP OF
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25% OFF on all

other Mar-Kel
FLOOR LAMPS
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Landmark Smoker Study

9

Merit
lakesTaste
Honors.
Former higher tarsmokers acclaim MERIT
"Best-tasting low tar I've tried:'
The_most rigorous MERIT
research to date has just been
completed.
Result: MERIT smokers
confirm taste a major factor in
completing their successful
switch from higher tar
cigarettes.

MERIT Beats
Toughest Competitors.

In the second part of this
study, new tests confirm that •
MERIT delivers a winning
combination of taste.and low
tar when compared with
higher tar leaders.
MERIT Taste Sparks Switch.
Confirmed:The overwhelming majority of smokers
Nationwide survey reveals
reported MERIT taste equal
over 90% Of MERIT smokers
to—or better than—leading
are glad they switched from
higher tar brands.
higher tar cigarettes. In fact,
Confirmed: When tar levels
94% don't even :miss thel
former brands.
were revealed, 2 out of 3 chose
Further Evidence: 9 out of
the MERIT combination oflow
10-tormer higher tar smokers tar and good taste.
report MERIT an easy 'switch,
Year after year, in study
that they didn't give up taste
after study, MERIT remains
in switching, and that MERIT .unbeaten. The proven taste
is the best-tasting low tar
alternative to higher tar they ve ever tried.; •
smoking—is MERIT

k.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to-Your Health.

MIN

0Philip Morro% Inc 1981

•
• Reg: 8trig "tar' 0.6. nig nicotine—Men:-7 mg "tar 0,5 mg
nico3ine-100's Reg: 9 mg "tat:' 07 nig nicotine-100's Men:
10 mg "tar',11.8 mg nicotine ay. per_cigautte, FTC Report Marin
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Observations
Note: This is the last
column in a genes of
three. It is a talk Mrs.
Henry McKenzie gave
recently to the members
of the P.E.O. sisterhood,
an organization that promotes education for
women. Mrs. McKenzie,
Dorothy to me, has lived
the We of a minister's
wife. She knows the experiences of many people
with whom she has
shared and cared. When I
asked her to share this
manuscript with you
through this column, she
hesitated, but when I
reminded her of the
troubles of today, here
and internationally, she
consented.
"Let us praise people
for what they can do, instead of criticizing them
for what they cannot do,
and perhaps did not try to
do. A real critic is not a
faultfinder, but a star
finder, as was said of
Emerson. Try to understand the other fellow, get
his wave length, his gearshift, so to speak. It is
amazing what lovely
things people hide from
us because we do not love
them enough.
"A minister once told
about his little boy who
was required to attend
church and at times he
found the duty tiring and
quite difficult. One morning, as they were leaving
home, the little boy said:
"Today,I am going to go
up into the pulpit and
preach, while you sit in
the pew and be a good little boy." Putting yourself
in the other fellow's place
is not a bad idea, but even
when this is done, self
looms rather large. The
boys in a Sunday School
class one time were asked if they understood the
lesson taught by the
parable of the Good
Samaritan. "Oh, yes,"
said one lad. "It means
that when I am in trouble
my neighbor should help
•. • me."
"In James Matthew
•
Barrie's play, "Little
White Bird," a young hus• band is waiting at the
hospital for his child to be
born. He has never been
unkind to his wife, but he
wonders if he has been as
kind as he might have
been."Let us make a new
rule from tonight," he
says, "always to be a littie kinder than
necessary." The Good
Samaritan was a little
kinder than necessary.
f,
'41 That is the finest of the
little arts of life. The only
• things we are never sorry
for are the kind things
said and done to others.
They make a soft pillow
at the end.
"If there were more
Caring, there would be
less loneliness in the
world. People are dependent on one another. No
spunishment is greater
-"-:•Ahan solitary confine- ment complete isolation.
•
•e
•
'::;Someone has said "True
-loneliness is to expect no
44:44:...one." As the English
Rupert Brooke,
,*;•=7. boarded a ship to sail
• . from Liverpool, he
• -4- became aware that
.4.
• . almost everyone else
.
• aboard had someone
ashore waving goodby.
.
•
"A great wave of
••
•
loneliness engulfed him.
he spied a little boy
a
street urchin — standing
;
on the dock. Brooke went
back down the
gangplank, found the little boy in the crowd, and
said, "Would you like to
earn a sixpence? "Sure,"
said the boy. "Well, here
it is," said the poet.
"When the ship sails,
stand here and wave at
me." As the great ship
sailed, the little boy stood
and waved and the heart
of the great poet was
warmed.
"These are the only
days we have. Time runs
out long before we expect
our days to end. More and
more, Caring and Sharing become important.
mentioned iornes M.
Barrie. In the story of his
mother he has a beautiful
chapter • entitled "How
My Mother Got Her
Sweet Face." She got it
through sorrow, sacrifice
and service. As he said,
"Those who bring sunshi ie ilito the lives of

By Lochitt Hart

ShariWs Caring

others cannot keep it
from themselves."
"I once read about an
old diabetic pauper The
nurses at the hospital
were afraid to cut her
toenails, which had
grown out and down over
the poor woman's toes.
For a diabetic, a foot injury can be very
dangerous, so a surgeon
was required to do the
job. He was greatly
humiliated, a prominent
surgeon, asked to do such
a menial task. First, he
had to soften the brittle
horn-like nails in water,
but as he was washing
her feet, the Doctor suddenly remembered Christ
washing the disciples'
feet. From that moment,
his joy in service was
reflected in his whole
life's work.
"An unknown poet has
written:
'The food that I share
with others
Is the food that
nourishes me;
The strength that I
spend for others
Is the strength that I retain;
The pain that I erase in
others
Shall take away my
pain.
Thegood that I see in
others
My greatest good shall
be
The path that I walk
with others
Is the path God walks
with me.'
"And in the same vein,
another has written:
'A broader view, a_
saner mind

A little more love for all
mankind—
A little more charity
every day
To all we meet along
the way;
Not as we take, but as
we give.
Not as we pray, but as
we live.
Ask not what life can
give to you,
But seek to serve your
brothers.
The richest joys that
man can know
Are those he shares
with others.'
"One more story, out of
World War II. On a cold,
wintry day in 1945, an old
missionary was marching with a company of
miserable prisoners from
one Japanese concentration camp to another. His
long life of loving service
among these people
seemed now to be nearing
its end, a bitter end. His
strength was ebbing fast.
He had not eaten since
noon of the day before.
His weakened condition
made walking difficult.
His remaining strength
was being quickly sapped
by the rapid pare enforced by the guards in the
hitter cold.
"He begged the young
guard nearby to let himn
fall out of line and die in
peace. There was only a
curt reply, "Walk on!"
He did, but as he became
weaker he asked for permission to drop out and
die in the ditch. Once
again, the only reply,
"Walk on!" When he asked a third time, the guard
gave the same cold reply,

for survival He walked
on and lived to tell the
story back home in
America
"You are richer today
than you were yesterday
if you have laughed often.
• The old missionary given, something.
stumbled-on. wondering
forgiven even more,
what that could mean.
made a new friend, or
Soon his section of the
made stepping stones of
procession was halted by
blocks: if you
stumbling
this young guard, who
hurried into a little house
by the roadside. He
returned quickly, holding
something between his
hands. He approached
the old missionary and
ordered him to hold out
his hands. Then. slipiTing
his hands inside the
hands of the old man, he
left there, - a hot potato.
Bending close to the missionary's ear, the young
6
41r"
soldier uttered the
familiar words from the
Communion Ritual,
"Take, eat." Then, stepping back, he raised his
voice in the familiar gruff
command,"Walk on
"The old man
understood. The gruff
commands came because
the soldier feared his officers, but the soldier's
heart was full of sympathy and his use of the
words of the Ritual,
"Take, eat!" could mean
only one thing: the youth
was a Christian.
"That deed of Christian
kindness and caring —
that demonstration of
Christian fellowship gave
strength to the old man's
flagging spirits. The food
gave strength to his ailing
body, and the experience
711 Main
put new hope in his heart

loud and clear. "Walk
on'". but this time he
came closer to the old
man and whispered, For
we are coming to my
grandmother's house."

have thought more in things that really don't
terms of -thyself" than count, or if you have been
"myself" or if you have a little blinder to the
managed to be cheerful faults of friend and foe
-You are richer if a liteven if you were weary
You will be richer tonight tle child has smiled at
than you were thus morn- you. and a stray dog has
ing if you have taken tune Licked your hand, or if
to trace the handiwork of you have looked for the
t;od in the conunoriplace best in others and have
things of life, or if you given others the best in
have learned to count out you

%UMW(

044441

spanngly ,
He might have doled
His blossoms out quite
Itruditingl •
He might have put lust
one wet' star in all the
sky
But since He gave so
lavishly. why should no(
I''•
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Group Tour
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God might ha'.?
His

Registration
Deadline
Dec. 15,81

e

'4
1

Jan. 27„- Feb.7,1982
Honolulu

4 Nights-Hilton Hawaiian Village

_

Maui
6 Nights Maui Surf Hotel

Sight Seeing

• Pearl liarbor-Island Tours
Polynesian Cultural nter. IT"_:.

'

FAR LANDS. TRAVEL AGENCY
Murray,Ey.
7S3-4646

......16

THAT'S IT LEVI'S

TIIIIIIIHSGIVINS SALE
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
ig•11••••64144
Men's
Basic

•
•
•
•

Levis
AN Cete
Reg. $17.99

NOW

25%

3

99

/
1 1 2 Price
Levi's

Cowboy

Off

Levis for Feet
Men's Denim and
Fiber Filled

Jackets
Ladies Blazers
(w..,
and Corduroy)

$1000 Off

Ladies
California
Straights
and
Super Straights

All Ladies and Men's

Fashion Jeans
and
Slacks
Ladies
Denim and
Corduroy

Vests
•

27th-29th,4 4

Jeans

Reg. $29.00

ti

$1899

$700 off

30% Off
AN Ladies
Esprit
Ladies

Bendover
Pants

1900

Reg $26 00$

NOW

I

Ladies

Denim Overalls
$2000
Reg $38.00

C 00

Off

Reg. $27.00

All Ladies

Al Men's

$
5
0
0
NOW

Blouses at
Sweaters

Shirts &
Sweaters

•
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Services
Aid Students
By NANCY SCHEMPP
The Calloway County
Communication
.Disorders Program proides a variety of services to the children
enrolled in the system.
These services include a
hearing conservation program, speech therapy,
and language remediatam.
The hearing .conservatem' program begins
when a student enters
kindergarten and first
grade. At this time, the
hearing ability is assessel by use of a puretone
aring screening. Each
student then is screened
every other school year to
assure that no hearing
difficulties will occur
which may hamper the
child's progress in school.
Speech therapy is
another aspect of the
Calloway County Communication Disorders
Program. Speech
therapy is provided for
students experiencing
difficulties in any area of
speaking. These difficulties include stuttering, ability to use the correct sounds in words, and
voice disorders such as
hoarseness or
breathiness.

Education Builds
Skills, Attitudes
By COREY LAMBERT
Sixth Grade
Education is a way by
which people get
knowledge, skills, habits
and attitudes. The word
education is also used to
describe the result of the
educational way. Education should help a person
become a- helpful
Sixth grade band students at East practice for a program to be presented in member of a society. It
should also help him build
December.The band is directed by Linda Stalls.
an appreciation of his
cultural background and
live a happier life. The
most common place to
get an education is to atDoes this sound classroom.
aware of the students' tend a school, but much
familiar? "The children
Some of the Calloway needs for warmth and education also takes
are more than I can han- County teachers feel the positive support.
place outside the
dle. I feel they run the Assertive Discipline Plan
The teacher clearly classroom.
class instead of me!" is a "must" for any communicates her wants
Education is both learHave you ever heard a teacher who has been and feelings to the stu- ning and teaching.
teacher make this state- frustrated in her at- dent and is prepared to Sometimes people learn
ment?
tempts to deal with back up her words with by teaching themselves.
Calloway County classroom behavior pro- appropriate actions.
They also learn from
teachers are trying a new blems.
Teachers determine other people such as
Assertive Discipline Plan
This plan is based upon the most important teachers and parents.
in their classrooms this the positive influence that behaviors needed for Parents are a child's first
year. They can't say teachers can have on the their students. An examenough about how much behavior of their ple of the five behaviors
they have gained from students. Through asser- most teachers determine
the use of Assertive tive discipline, teachers they need is follow direcDiscipline. They not only "Take charge" of their tions, complete all By SHERRI
feel more confident as classroom in a firm, yet assignments,do not leave
GALLIMORE
teachers, but they feel positive manner. The classroom without perReporter
that assertive discipline teachers set firm, consis- mission, work inThe Calloway County
has been vital to their tent limits, while at the dependently and keep Middle School recently
survival in their same time remaining hands, feet, and objects elected its student council
to self. Once the teacher representatives for the
-At
has determined the 1981-82 school year.
behaviors she comAll students were
municates them clearly allowed to run for student
to the students.
council representative.

Teachers Try New Plan

and maybe the most important teacher. They
teach him values and
habits that help shape his
life and remains with him
all through his life.
Education is more important today than ever
before. It helps people acquire the skills they need
for such everyday activities as reading a
newspaper and managing
their money. It also gives
them the special training
they may need to prepare
Shirley Wall's kindergarten students from East
for a job or career.
Education is also im- recently visited the Murray Fire Department.
portant because it helps,
people get more out of
life. It increases their
knowledge and
understanding of the
world. It helps them acquire skills that make life
more Interesting and enjoyable,-such as the skills
to be in sports, paint a
picture or play a musical
instrument.

Council Elected

SECURITY
FEDERAL

Wishes Everyone A
Happy Thanksgiving.
WE WILL BE
CLOSED ON
THANKSGIVING DAY

Several East Elementary students made
Christmas gifts in a ceramics class.

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Phone
753-2571

Each person gave a
speech during their
homeroom class about
whuy they wanted to be a
representative. The class
voted for the two who
would best represent the
spidents.
At the first meeting, it
was decided the offices
would be president, vicepresident, secretary,
treasurer, program
chairman,and reporter.
At the second meeting
the officers were elected;
Marcia Ford, president;
Jody Lassiter, vicepresident; Debbie Key,
secretary; Jeanne
Darnell treasurer; Staci
Tidwell, program chairman; and Sherri
Gallimore, reporter.
Different projects are
planned for fund raisers.
We are having a victory
celebration for our
schools undefeated football team. Also we are
raffling a football with
money going to Ray
Coursey, a fellow student
who was sericksly injured in an accident.

Calloway Middle students observe weather conditions as part of their study of earth science. A complete weather station is housed in the corridor between science rooms.

First grade students of North Calloway concluded a
study of the forest, its growth,inhabitants and protection. Smokey the Bear and Albert Wilson, Calloway'
County forest ranger,visited the students.

After Thanksgiving
Day Shoe Specials
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Blue GE Double NonStick Coated Soleplate,
25 steam vents.

N11811
,
.1

$1 4995
TROPIC'

Heat Selector
Dial—gives
selective heat
settings for a wide
variety of fabrics
including
Perm-Press.

• DUREVER mCordset—is heat resistant, will not
fray, crack or peel in normal use, and has little
tendency to tangle or kink.
• Switches from steam to dry at a push of a button.

BARGAIN

Shoes

TEMP-RITE'10
Portable Radiant I Kerosene Heater
11,300 BTUs per hour —enough to
heat areas as large as 20' x 20' Automatic lighting, removable fuel tank,
deluxe woodgrain finish Automatic
shut-of f if tipped or jarred
Dimensions 25" x 14" x 18"

BBQ Accessories

OF THE MONTH
Quantities
Limited

89

RETAIL

$19.99

MFR'S
REBATE

$4.00

Gourmet Sampler ,
Gift set includes 3-in.
parer/boner & 5-in, boner/
utility knives." With- high,
carbon steel blades,
wdlnut f finches
B-1

Boots

200/o
Off Reg. Price

3 Days Only
Pm Christmas
Special
Entire Stock

Entire Stock
Ladies

House
Slippers

Handbags
Aigner Included

20% 20%

4488
Heavy-gauge peIrcelain steel for
weather resistance & long wear. Internot ash cotcher, st -kool handles,
jtfel legs. H51/HCS22 1

Florsheim
Shoes
•Levi Shoes
11

Off Reg. Price

Off

Men-Women-Children

221/2:IN. Black
Kettle Grill

Entire Men:

30% 20%

TOOL VALUE
The
Happy.
Cooker

Model CM-1 Means
More...
• New automatic 10 cup coffeemaker
• Automatically switches from brewing to
warming cycle.
• Warmer platedkov?, _coffee at proper serving
temperature
• Attractive almond color with brown accetits

Now

Entire Stock
Ladies
Western & Dress

Fc*gi$15.99
Mitts
Supplies
Last

Boys & Girls
Req.$20-00 to $35.00

.74
°11
114de
OF THE MONTH

9

$2890 $2190

Selected Group
Children
Leather

Portable Radiant Kerosene Heater

now

Shoes
Great Bargains
Values to $34.00

Now

Dimensions 151
/
2" x 181
/
2",

7.800 BTU's per hour Heats areasl up to 14' x
20' Space-(saving cirCular+-shape Deluxe
woodgrain finish i Automatic lighting Rugged
double fuel tank construction Automatic
shut-oft lit tipped or tarred

Shoes
Famous Brands
Reg.$40.00 to MA*
Now

14.,..14.pple-41

Selected Group
Ladies
Dress & Casual

Selected Group
Ladies Dress

Off

ELECTRIC
PENCIL ENGRAVER
Use it'just like a pencil to
code mark your valuables.
Works on wood, plastics,
metal, glass and more
Includes 2 stickers to warn
7 C
thieves.

II

Off

• Free Gift Wrapping
Open Fri. & Sat. til 8:00 e.m.
Cash or Credit Cards Please

Burnett's Shoes Downtown Paris

•
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Volunteer Program Grows
the Volunteer Program,
now in its amid cop
aseutive year, motimies
to grew at Southwest
Idemostarylleheel.
Soar& yews-past the
*grain was state funded. Prosody, 17 parent
volunteers arc_conblinding- their time by
tutoring students;
assisting Is various
school-programs sorb as
Amin Great Begs, the
school library and the
kindergarten; and cmstrode(lenting penes
tor theregion athem
Debby Kimbro, Debris
Doyle and Glenda Armstroag assist in the
kindergarten class Donna Whitfield, Pat
Whole Gould,
Gibson, Marsha 11ehgor that grade
students in basic reading
and math skills. Sharon
Arent, and Jompielyn
Duke will teach English
and remedial math skills
to a snail group of eecond
graders.

Ara—addiden, volunteer
,ssalatimes also is given in
tOti scbestilbrary by Ann
Winn with the Junior
Great Bob Program by
bsez Gibbs and creative
writing for fifth and sixth
graders by Nancy Jones.
Rita Burton and Clara
Orr have votunteered to
assist the program by
contracting learning
pmesat bome.
All students receiving
individual or small group
tutoring are referred to
the program by their
teacher.
Co-ordinators of the
Volunteer Program are
Rath Ann McLemore and
Ain Weber. Joan assists
the volunteers in preparing learning games and
materials to use in their
tutoring sessions. _These
supplies are stored in a
central location at the
'shoot so all volunteers
have access to them.
Monthly meetings are
scheduled to enable
volunteers to exchange
ideas and discuss proVolunteers also

maintain class contact
with the teachers of their
assigned students. reporting prpgress and receiving di&ctian as to the
specific needs of each student.
The Volunteer Program has proved not only
to benefit the student
directly but also to strenthen parental support for
the entire school through
increased home — school
communication. An
overall increased parental awareness and appreciation of the total
school program has been
stimulated.

or--11r
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Kathy Hargrove works with a student on the Apollo Portareader, one of the
machineson loan throughout Kentucky.The inechiae also is used for the visually
impaired.

I

1981

Chriiimas
Ornament
Our(Bonus Gift
to You

Unit Serves Handicapped Students
As part of the continutun of services provided for special needs
students by Calloway
County, a unit serving
trainable mentally handicapped students is
housed in the Southwest
Calloway Elementary
School.
The curriculum assists'
the students in develop-

mg everyday living skills
through a number of activities determined by the
individual student's
capabilities.
Each student's
strengths and
weaknesses are determined through testing
procedures and a formal_
meeting is held with the

student's parents to
develop an individualized
educational plan.
The students attain
skills through a repetition
of activities involving the
small and large muscles,
knowledge concerning
community businesses
and service workers,selfhelp activities, and
speech and language

therapy.
The public school setting provides the special
needs student with a
number of opportunities
to interact with regular
education students. This
mainstreaming effect
sensitizes regular education students to the needS
of the handicapped individual. ,

(EDITOR'S NOTE — Articles and photos on
pages 16 and 17 were submitted for publication during National Education Week but were not published due to space limitations.)

Jtuil for(ParticipatinA in Our
(Portrait(Promotion
24 Professional Color Portrait
t< 4 Poi
2-8xI(\. 1-5x7s.

95t $12.95

Deposit Total PackuP, Prick.
Last Visit Before Chridlnias!(Portraits Rack
in Time for Gift GivinA.

Nona Tabers and Carol Barrett,from the Calloway
ART WINN RS — Winners of the art contest in
County Humane Society, visited the morning special classes at Southwest Elementary were
kindergarten classes at North Elementary School (from left, front row) Mac McCuiston, Michael
They showed a filmstrip and diseased proper care and Mattingly,(back row)Corie Statesman,Jason Wise
handling of animals. The classes are taught by (overall winner) Terry Bogard. Wise's sketch, enSuzanneSchroeder and Venda Gibson.
titled The Royal Wedding Day, was displayed at the
Bureau for Exceptional Children Conference in
Louisville.

Dioramaboa reports enthused sixth grade students
at North Elementary. Winners included (from left)
Lori Jones, first place; Jason Young, second place;
and Britannie Barton,third place.

Those Days Only
November 23, 24, 25, 27, 28
Mon., Tees., Wed., Fri., Sat.
Doily 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
700 U.S. Highway 641 Mortis, Murray
PbotersOer Not On Ditty
Thanksgiving Day
"Quality at a K mart price. Nice.
•

YOU 171,1At i2v us I is'1.1 ••• t1i, pewit'intik •./ .1•11.
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Salesman
Speaks

Vicki Ragsdale's second Period library skills
class at Calloway Middle recently presented the
play The Invisible Man with Carol Lee Cunningham
asthe doctorand Phil Bryan asthe invisible man.

Enjoy
Your
Feast
With
Us...

•
•

Gary Hayden spoke to
the third grades at
Southwest on Wednesday,
Oct. 28. He told the
students about his work
as a Bunny Bread
Salesman. He explained.
how the truck was loaded
every-morning very early
with 45 different kinds of
bakery products. He also
told of the 42 deliveries he
makes each day.
He showed the classes
how he keeps records on
the sales he makes each'
day. Hayden explained
how he uses math, record
keeflitg, and working
with money in his line of
work. He gave all the
class members a Bunny
Bread pencil.

QuikBroom

CONVERTIBLE
Upright with
Headlight
9 :ft.
disposable bag
4-position
carpet selector

$35

edge cleaning

SAVE
$14.95

:11,11rACZ!

•Zit

k,4

95

Steel
agitator $.89

Sugg. Retail
$49.95

SAVE
$40

$129.95
Retail

Let The Turkey
Rest
This Thanksgiving
For Your Thanksgiving
Dinner Serve Gibson's
Country Ham or
Rib Eye Steaks

••

Free Tools
Deluxe Model
Regular

Colebrfity" III Air-Ride
Vacuum Cloarter
I? 11/AR 1I1P• 1* VCSAA 1/011
12
5*0

OT titian emelouse

CCINIGEP'T CINIEna
16 qt bag capacity

HOOVER.

REG $219"

Quadraflex
agitator

$5995
SAVE
$10

\
r
111

"WOO
)

Our Horn Comes In Whole-Halves or Slices

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
73344411

175. 1,4

NOYES;7:1111-SAN Mom -M.

We Am& Feed
WNW

"Only federal Inspected Meot.Morket In Murray."

Twin lamp
headlight
Edge cleaning
Plulw—
U4205-9

,

Complete with 5 piece
Power-se& Attachments

Complete with

S3121

Attachmonts

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone
153-2571
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HEALTH .

ABC Top In Nielsens
Painful, puzzling disease
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR LAMB - I
have rheumatoid arthritis
and I was taking gold shots
with good results until I
broke out in a very bad rash
I am 29 years old with two
children. I still cannot
accept the fact that this condition can cause so much
pain Now I am taking the
new drug penicillamme and
am hoping for good results I
have taken it for three
months
I hPve been told by my
doctors that/my white blood
cells are getting low, but
they have not taken me off
the medication I would like
to know what it could mean
when my white cells drop
like that. I'm worried.
DEAR READER — Rheumatoid arthritis can be a
painful and disabling
disease It can vary from

mild to severe. And it can
undergo unexplained spontaneous remissions, sometimes
for long periods Such remissions may not be related to
any medicines at all That
makes it hard to tell if a
medicine is doing what you
want it to do or not
Gold has proved to be a
very good aid in many cases
that can't be managed adequately by more conservative measures And penicillamine is also used in those
cases in which other conservative treatment has not
produced
satisfactory
results. It is not for everyone. It can affect the bone
marrow's ability to produce
white blood cells and that is
what your doctors are
watching in your case. If it
is too toxic for the body,
then it has to be discontin-

-studies suggest that the day
ued.
Rheumatoid arthritis is will come when rheumatoid
not the same as oeteoar- arthritis can be treated
thnUs, which is common in effectively without using
people in later years It is an strong drugs And there may
inflammatory process as one day even be a vaccine to
explained in The Health Let- prevent some forms of rheuter number 4-11, Rheuma- matoid arthritis
toid Arthritis, which I am
DEAR DR. LAMB — I'm
sending you Others who
want this issue can seri& 75 concerned about wrinkles.
cents with a long, stamped, My neck looks like crepe
self-addressed envelope for paper I'm a female, 59
it to me, in care of this news- years old, 4 feet 11 and
paper, P0. Box 1551, Radio weigh 105 pounds I can't
City Station, New York, NY take estrogen because of
cancer I had several years
10019
You are young and I'd like ago. What can I eat or take
to give you some encourage- or rub on to help? I don't
ment. Each year new discov- drink except a little wine
eries about rheumatoid now and then and do not
arthritis are being made smoke
Recently, studies suggest
DEAR READER — You
that some cases may be
caused by a virus that can be may get some help with a
isolated These and other moisturizer technique

Trapping moisture in the
skin area that bothers you
may plump it out and make
the wrinkles less noticeable
There is no better moisturizer than petroleum Jelly, also
known as petrolatum, and
one common brand is VaseUbe
A good method would be
to cover the area with petrolatum, then wrap the area if
you can and leave it on overnight If that doesn't do the
trick you may wish to see a
plastic surgeon who does
cosmetic surgery
Women who cannot take
estrogen should avoid moisturizers that contain estrogen. Some of the estrogen in
these "beauty" preparations
will be absorbed into your
body.

NEW YORK (AP) —
CBS' "Dallas" and "60
Minutes," dominant in
prime time last season
and the year before,
finished first and second
in the competition for the
week ending Nov. 22, but
ABC, with six of the 10
highest-rated programs,
won the three-network
race, figures from the
A.C. Nielsen Co. show.
"Dallas," No. 1 in
prime-time in the 1980-81
TV year, now has been
first in the weekly competition five times in the
seven weeks of the new
season, with "60
Minutes," top-rated for
the 1979-80 season,
runnerup the last two.
ABC, however, scored
heavily in the latest week

illarket 414 hritittire

surveyed with two
consistently popular
series and a movie,
James Bond's
"Moonraker," in fifth
place.
ABC's average rating
for the period was 18.8 to
17.9 for CBS and 16.2 for
NBC. The networks say
that means in an average
prime-time minute during the week, 18.8 percent
of the nation's TVequipped homes were
tuned to ABC.
NBC, in last place in
the ratings each week
since the new season
began, had only one continuing show among the
dozen highest-rated —
-Facts of Life" in 12th
place. NBC's mostwatched show in the week

Sale

24 Days of Special Pricing of Gifts For The Home
with Free Lay-a-way and Special Bank Financing
5.

We will pay your January payment for you and your
FIRST PAYMENT will be FEBRUARY regardless
of the size or purchase.

•

This Christmas make it a lasting gift for the home that all may
enjoy. There are so many things to choose from at Market 414 and
for praetically every member of the family.
If

CEDARCHEST
Plitilng at

ROOM SIZE

WEST WOOD
330 RECLINERS
ORIENTAL RUGS BRASS LAMPS
To Choose From
Reg. SI 200.00
Starting At

BOYLANE

RECLINER
2 Fabrics

$7
$15900

$139
All Others 15% OH

00

$99000

$
119

, Special urchase

- -.
'PULASKI

6-GUN CABINET

TELL CITY
SOLID HARD MAPLE

Solid pine

ROCKER

$29900

$15900

VV.ROU

HT IRON

CONSOLE STEREO VANITY CHAIRS
8 TRACK TAPE

GOLD FRAME

MIRRORS

RECORDER

Starting At
.

$4500

Several Colors To
Choose From

$39900
$3995

,
TELL CITY

BROYHILL HALL

GENUINE LEATHER

Wall Accessories

CONSOLE

PICTURES

SECRETARY

MANTEL CLOCKS

25 Styles

$19900

$5900

$49900

$9900

To Choose From

PULASKI

ALL STYLES

WING CHAIRS

GOLD CURIO

FLOOR LAMPS

$19900

$12400
8. up

,

SOLID OAK

8 PC
BROYHILL
FRENCH PROVINCIAL

PRINT SOFAS

ROLL TOP DESK

DININGROOM SUITE

$39900

$89900

$89900

$23900

$2995

Ideal Christmas
Gifts

LA -Z-BOY

MARIMONT
COTTON
TRADITIONAL

BASKETS
for Plants

SOLID CHERRY

MARIMONT

FERN STANDS

LARGE SELECTION
8 SIZES

PINE

_
Oriental
Vases a Tea Sets

CHERRY

PULASKI

SWIVEL ROCKERS
I7900
& Up
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The highest-rated of the
season's new sei ies,
ABC's "Fall Guy"
starring Lee Majors as a
movie stuntman, tied for
18th place, with "Love,
Sidney," Tony Randall's
new show on NBC, 28th.
Among other new shows,
NBC's "Father Murphy"
was 33rd and "Today's
FBI" on ABC 39th.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The politicalparty checkoff on Kentucky's income-tax
returns netted more than
$200,000 for the state's
two major parties this
year.
According to state
Revenue Commissioner
Ronald Geary, Kentucky
taxpayers earmarked
$ 1 4 3 ,0 8 0 _fax_s=t h e
Democratic Party while
the Republican Party
received $71,162 from
returns Processed between Jan. 1 and Oct. 31.
Returns processed between Nov. 1, 1980 and
Dec. 31, 1980 showed $142
contributed to Democrats
and $63 to Republicans.

This is the Beginning of 414's Longest Sale.

LA-Z-

The rating for "Dallas"
was 29.4. Nielsen says
that means of all the
country's homes with
television, nearly three m
10 saw at least part of the
show.

Parties
Profit
From Taxes

•

Give Something For The Home

was a special, Bob Hope's
salute to the National
Football League, in sixth
place.

Distiller
Reports
Record Sales
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Brown-Forman
Distillers Corp. reported
Tuesday that it had
record sales and profits
for the period ending Oct.
31.
Sales totaled
$247,939,000 compared
with ;204,957,000 for the
corresponding quarter in
1980. Net revenue reached $27,690,000 for the
quarter as opposed to
$19,120,000 for the same
quarter last year.
Per-share earnings
were $1.10 as opposed to
75 cents.
For the six-month
period, revenue was
$441,603,000, compared
with $383,731,000 for the
same six-month period in
1980. Net income totaled
$47,744,000, over $14
million better than the
corresponding 1980 figure
of $33,690,000.
Per-share earnings
were $1.89, compared
with$1.3.3 in 1980.
"Recent six months
earnings are unusually
high," said W.L. Lyons
Brown Jr., president and
chief executive. "Earnings for the second half of
the year should show less
growth than the company
has experienced so far
this year."
Per-share figures
reported for company
earnings reflect the
two-for-one stock split
which was effective July
2.

Education
Program
Begins
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The Kentucky Department of Education
has started a program to
campaign against adult
illiteracy in the state.
The department's 'Emit
for adult education has
awarded more than 125,000 General Education Development
diplomas over the years, '
according to a release, but adult education in Kentucky has touched
only 2 percent of its :
target population of 1.4:
million.
The pAgram involves:.
the use of billboard,
•
i 0 0 were . placed::
throughout the state last::
'month — and television:
and radio public servict:
announcements, which:
will be released if-January.
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Commission To Study Plan
his "reservation that the
LEXINGTON, Ky. public."
continuation Of this
a
—Implementing
(AP)— A Kaatocky State
drug- 'status quo' approach it
Racing Commission com- voluntary pre-race,
on a counter to the pursuit of
program
sampling
a
mittee will study
the quality racing."
through
basis
fee
number of recommendaIt said the state atcommission
tions on the use of drugs
general should be
torney
giving
veterinarian,
in thoroughbred racing. "
decide whether
to
asked
to
chance
horsemen
a
The commssion's comcan
commission
the
clearance
mittee on medications gain race-day
concurrent race
"award
be
may
that
drug
a
of
has agreed to consider
dates within the state
the list from an advisory "legitimately including thoroughbred
even
administered,"
panel.
and standardbred
The panel recommend- though it is not on the
racing."
-medications
ed among other things approved
The committee also
list.
that the commission
recommended
a meeting
coinThe report said a
adopt a list of approved
racing associations
the
of
testing
pre-race
plete
medications, which could
cost "to study potential adbe expanded to reflect program would
and justments in racing
start
to
$200,000
mobern research, rather
dates" to improve the
operate
to
day
$1,000
a
than a list of prohibited
quality of the sport in
the
that
and
drugs.
Kentucky.
money
commission's
Thepanel also made
DeHart said the state
"in
spent
several other recommen- would be better
be granting too
may
the
of
enhancement
dations Monday. It
racing dates,
many
current post-race testing
urged:
diluting the sport's qualiprograms."
—That the commission
Members , of the ad- ty and failing to adjust for
chemist and pharincreased competition
macologist monitor visory panel were Dr.
tracks outside Kenfrom
a
Copelan,
W.
Robert
medication levels in all
Perhaps, he said,
tucky.
Tom
horses' blood and urine veterinarian; Dr.
system of granting
the
pharmacologist;
Tobin,
a
samples, reporting any
dates should be "fine
"abnormal levels" to the Ed Flint of the tuned."
Benevolent
Horsemen's
commission for fine and
Latonia Race Track at
suspension,if necessary. and Protective Associa- Florence was granted 78
of
Ward
Jr.
T.
—That the commission tion, John
days from Jan. 1 through
veterinarian inspect each the Thoroughbred
April 1, 25 days from
of
horse for "racing Owners and Breeders
Sept.
9 through Oct. 7 and
Vance
David
Kentucky,
soundness" at least two
from Nov. 28
days
27
Track
Race
Latonia
of
post
hours before its
31, with no
Dec.
through
AssociaRacing
and
the
time, with icing
Mondays, Dec. 24
racing
Lowell
Sen.
State
tion
and
prohibited before the exor Dec.25.
am., The report said that Hughes,D-Ashland.
Keeneland Race
also
commission
The
would be "the most
in Lexington was
Course
racing
effective way to assure awarded the 1982
15 days from
awarded
the
by
requested
dates
that all horses are racing
April 2-23 and 16 days
thoroughbred
four
state's
the
for
sound on race day
Oct. 9-30, with no racing
safety of the jockey, tracks, but W. Mac Sundays, Mondays or
health of the horse, and DeHart, chairman of the
Good Friday.
obligation to the public." racing-dates committee,
Churchill Downs in
in
change
might
that
said
- —Revising the racewas granted 55
Louisville
entry form to include in- future years.
from April 24
days
recomcommittee
His
formation about a horse's
through June 26 and 24
medication as a further mended the dates be apdays for Nov. 1-27.
with
requested
as
proved
"disclosure to the racing
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Central Center Merchants Association

SUPER SAVERS

two outside mirrors torn
off and several dents
pounded into the hood.
The incident took place at
Kennedy's residence.

141

The youths were placed
in the custody of juvenile
officers, the department
reported.

3 Singing voice
4 Accede
5 Criteria
6 Pulverized
rock
7 Compass pt
8 NFL score
9 Limb
10 Hawaiian
wreath
11 Fondle
17 Growing out
19 Hebrew letter
20 The urial
21 Trinkets
22 Heron
24 Scrooge, for
one
25 Plunge
26 Chris —
Lloyd
27 Thick
29 Stare openmouthed
31 A Grant
Ogles
33
37 New Deal

-

48 Hail!
49 Carpenter's
tool
50 Pre-holiday
time
52 Hasten
53 Green land:
Abbr.
55 Oz aunt
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visit in your
new home.
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Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Home" mor
ckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit.
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good plac
shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem
ore gifts from civic-minded businesses. That's wha
y vfslt ism!! aboUt — and irs free. - '
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and i
It especial treat. We've been greeting people to
ver SO years—ltAst call me.
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agcy.
38 Browns, as
bread
42 For example:
Abbr.
45 Liberate
46 Bridge
47 Seed
container
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Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Priest's
vestment
4 Item of
properly
9 High
mountain
12 Ocean
13 Market booth
14 Female ruff
15 Dance step
16 Rational
17 Send forth
18 Squander
20 Tin symbol
21 Exist
23 Goal
24 Like some
walks
28 Poached
item
30 Loquacious
32 Asian sea
34 Old Portuguese coin
35 Smooth
36 Income tax
deduction
39 Bitter vetch
40 Guides
41 Enemy
43 Tellurium
symbol
44 Sun god
45 Pennants
47 Free ticket
50 ,DIscord
goddess
51 — Beta
Kappa
54 Eggs
55 Occurrence
56 Ventilate
57 Condensed
moisture
58 Encounters
Born
59
DOWN
1 Snake
2 Meadow

COAST TO COAST
HARDWARE
GODFATHER'S PIZZA
COOKS JEWELERS

KROGER
BEHR'S FASIONS
NEEDLEWOMAN
FABRICS

WAL-MART
BEGLEY DRUGS
PAY LEST‘HOE
SOURCE

Juveniles Charged
After Vandalism
Two juveniles were
charged with thirddegree criminal mischief
for allegedly vandalizing
a vehicle Sunday, according to Murray police
reports.
The car, owned by
Mark Kennedy, 1517
Kirkwood. allegedly had

Santa Claus
Is Coming To
Central Center
Fri., Nov.27th
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OPEN FRIDAY HITE
& SUNDAY 1:00-5:00
TILL CHRISTMAS
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
2 NOTICE
ACROSS
possessed
4 Landed
8 Too bad'
Transgress
13 Tine
14 Ravelings
15 Harvested
'7 Small ug
19 Tellurium
symbol
20 Fido for one
2 1 Suitable
21 Joint
23 Masticate
2., High Mrs
26 The two of us
27 Towel w ad
28 Nothirx;
29 Contest-,
32 Chaldean
.1 y

33 Adored one
- a imin
36 Earn

3e .ifieliec:
Nod
40 AilicIt

2 Exist
3 Curtains
Aoswer to Toesday's Puzzle
4 Dillseed
s
IT
5 Young one
LI 13U
COMM CB
6 -a
CCM CUOUGU
Yankee
IMOD UM121
Doodle
7 lure
OULECUL IMMO
sicn -Mu*
130 IMAM BUDD
951 Rom
CCU MOM CU
10 One opposed CUM DUBUC DU
11 Walk
IDC11013 10111:1111CILICI
16 Church
01;113 13C11:2121
bench
CLI
ICM
IUIC
MIM
18 Near
A
11131;113113
21 Permitted
0
SSED
ENS
22 Dress border
23 Pal
24 Lease
34 Contend
46 Hairless
25 Be ill
37 Tatter
48Possess
26 Small iUrnp 39 Fight
49 Kind of soup
28 Seine
41 Lethal
50 Row
29 Obtain
42 Dance stop 51 Bakery
30 Type of collar 43 Vast throng
purchase
31 Seeds
44 Competent 53 Conjunction
33 Storage area 45 Greek letter 55 Exist
1 2 a
4
Ii

Toll
42 Shallow
41

12

13

43 Witch

,
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NOTICE

THE BEST PART, OF
COURSE, 15 WHEN
THE41 CARVE THE BIRD'

Will clean gutters and do
yard work. Call
after 5 p.m.
759-9638. Ask
for Carl.
Bible Coll
Mercy and Justice
759-4444; Bible
Story 759-4445.

We are located in the
',downtown shopping
9-5 Mon.-Fri. 9ecenter
noon Sot

2

46 Flying
mammal

48 Away
4,4 Clergyan
m

32r

52 Sluggir.ii

•

38

%SUIT()
57 Se. biro
58 Condor 1
59 Helwe

4
4

52

16
9

°OWN.'

of 1-4 R

Carter
Studio

0300 Mom

ao

54 Ad -an

1 Part
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OKAY !TNANK561VIN6
15 OVER

035

36

57

OH,NANCY --THAT'S THE
QUARTER I OWE YOU

OH,BOY
' FOUND A
OH- OH--I LOST
QUARTER
MY QUARTER

AND YOU
ALWAYS COME
HOME

STARVED

WAIT
JUST A
MINUTE
*--Nt

YOU CAN TAKE ALONG'
THOSE DOG BISCUITS
FOR LUNCH

WiTi.4 ALL DUE R'ESPECT SIR,
I DON'T FEEL PARTICULARLY
PRIVILEGED TO BE YOUR
ERRAND BOY

,v,--

SI-IE
SOUNDS
JUST
LIKE
MY
WIFE

EXCEPT FOR THAT
"‘ALL DUE RESPECT"

kk
X,,t

P

ot,3 LooK

YOU SHOULDN'T
SHOW HIM CENTERFOLDS WHEN NES
HOLDING SAVING
CREAM

AT 1 •-liS
CEt-, ERFCLP 1

TURN A.RouNCt HONEY.- YDUR
BUS STOP IS TI-4E
C1/1-4ER
WAY

HONESTLY- IT LOOKED 50
REAL --_

V%

THEY CAUGHT ON.BRIGHT
BUNCH you • vE GOT WORKING
FOR •AC7u, JUDGE.

Jup6E MASKED GUY„
GONE. LEFT TOGETHER..
LOOKED
l'CE •

A

ii.. ,.

y

. 11

WANT TO_BSIY

Want to buy comic books
in good condition. Call
753-1575 after 5:30 p.m.
World Book encyclopedia
not over 5 years old. Call
753-8096.
Want to buy standing
timber cash or percen
tage. J.L. McKnight 753
7528.

PANT-- PANT-PANT.

eel

WHEN YOU GET TO JAIL
ASK THE wARDEN ABOUT A
GOOD DI ET.,,
BEFORE YOU
E XPLODE • •

NOW WE HAVE TO
RUN FOR IT. LETS
GO!

(PANT-I
PANT-

PANT)

SPORTS EQU1PMNT
Winchester 1400
automatic 12 gauge,
Stevens Savage 12 gauge
pump. Call 753-0655.

V. MUSICAL

Add cultural and refinement to your home with
an oil painting from Goodman's Art Shack. Prices
to fit all budgets. Call 7533473.

Respeaselle party to
take up payments on
I.new piano.

Country Music Entertainment Ky. Lake Music "
Barn Square dance,
round dance and show
every Friday night at 8
p.m. Call 436-2886.

Small super market in excel lent condition
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 502247-1461 or 247-5961 after
7:30 p.m.

14 It. Opal Pendants,
Regular $1 39.00
NOW $39.95
One Group Diamond
Rings...
$39.95
$49.95
$59.95

GOLD &
SILVER INC.
Olympic Plaza
753-71 1 3

MEMORY

In memory Of Orville
Humes who pa
away
five years ago 0 t 23rd
of November 197. Once
again its that time of year
for all to give thanksgiving and cheer. I am
thankful but still theres a
little sadness in my heart
for it was this time of the
year that we had to part.
Sweet memories of you
that does bring me cheer
and I'm thankful for our
lives together whenever
you were here. You worked hard to make a home
for your family. You were
always there when we
were in need. Yes I am
thankful for the life
together that we had
thankful the Lord gave to
us such a fine husband
and dad. I'm also
thankful for God's Son
who hung on Calvary that
is my assurance that
someday again together
we'll be. Oh we loved you
and we miss you especial
ly this time of year though
I ...m sad for you, Happy
Thanksgiving Dear.
Your loving family.

i-26

-,
1

14

Selmer Clairnet excellent
condition. Call 759-9647.

4. IN

i
----, ----fOO
PR MAN .
OANT
/WALKED TWO
r'AN7- i BLooKS.ALMOST
pAnt Af' INISHED YOU.

Will do babysitting in my
home. 753-9417

753-8298

Mature lady to live with
retired lady 753-8648.
-

t`f
1,-25

rustom machine
quilting
quilts or
bedspreads. Call 753-6557
after 5:30p.m.

Thanksgiving Specials at
Antique City Mall Hwy. 45
N of Jackson Tenn. at 3way. 10 percent off of
everything bur way of
saying "Happy
Thanksgiving' open
everyday but Monday
10:00-5:00.
Watkins specials black
pepper
vanilla, menthol camphor ointment.
Trevor or Geraldine
Mathis 753-8284.

Do your Christmas Shopping early. Leather
purses, wallets, jackets,
belts. Custom made
minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.

-4

LIKE
TO ORIN&
• ME COFFEE
TOPPY ?

Will do babysitting in my
home 753-9444.

IBM Selectric correcting
typewriter. Call 7591139.

14

47 Siberian

32 APTS FOR RENT

21 MOBILE

SIT UATION_WAN TED

HOMES SALES -

vessels

45 Angry

4

5, LOST & FOUND
Lost: white black female
dog. Lost 2,2 miles South
of Locust Grove Church:Reward. Call 753-2610.
6 HELP WANTED
Part time secretary
bookkeeper 20 hours a
week $3.60 per hour. Prior
experience required.
Send resume to P. 0. Box
1040 B. Murray
Ky.
$180 Per Week Part Time
at Home Webster,
America's foremost dic
tionary company needs
home workers to update
local mailing lists. All
experience un
ages,
necessary Call 1 716 842
6000. Ext. 5111
TE?(AS•RE.FINERY
LUP.xitters plenty. of
mone.y plus' cash
bonuses, fringe bend II.
to mature person in Mur
ray area Regardless of
experiente • write" F. C.
Sears. Pros. Box 711
Ft Worth 1x, 76t01.

CAR STEREO Pioneer.
Kenwood
Marantz
Mitsubishi
Sanyo Professional installation. Sunset
Boulevard Music Dixieland Center Chestnut St.
75.?-0113.

Small furnished apartment inquire 100 S. 13M.

1971 12 x 60 trailer and lot
set up and ready to move
into. Natural gas heat in
Murray $6500.00 753-1873.

Duplex 2 bedroom near
university quite sitting
$210 monthly. Call 753/1096.

1974 12 x 65 2 bedroom
new carpet 753-6268.

2 bedroom unfurnished
duplex with stove
refrigerator
dishwasher and disposal.
Extra nice in Westwood
Subd. Heat pump with low
utilities 8250.00 Month 7533742 before 4:00 p.m. or
305-792-5565 after 4 p.m.
Furnis-hed apartments efficiency 1 or 2 bedrooms.
Zimmerman Apts. S. 16th
St. 753-6609.

For sale or rent 2
bedroom furnished trailer
$2500.00,
$125.00 per
month. Call 753-5750.
1971 Richardson 12x60 two
bedroom
central air
unand heat (gas)
f urnished. 753-3142
daytime after 5 p.m. 7538854.

28 MOBILE
HOME RENTALS

1 bedroom furnished
apartment 753-8878.

12x60 in Murray natural
gas $140.00 month plus
deposit. No pets. 753-1873.

I bedroom apartment extra nice kirnished gas
heat, water, cable included. $155.00 month.
Call 753 8948 6-8 p.m.

2 bedrooms with central
heat new furniture and
carpet. Near university.
Shady Oaks Mobile Home
Court 753-5209.

34 HOUSES FOR

3 bedroom brick house
and 2 bedroom apartment
for rent close to shops.
campus and new post office. For information
write P. 0. Box 1040 A
Murray, Ky. 42071.
3 bedroom brick home
block from university
$200.00 per month. Call
753-5870.

2 bedroom furnished
$160.00 month Randy's
Tr. Pk. Call 753-8411.
2 bedroom trailer near
Murray. No pets nice.
Call 489-2611
Two bedrooms. with central heat, new furniture
and carpet. Near university. Shady Oaks Mobile
Home Court 753-5209.

Nice 2 bedroom brick
with large utility,
washer, dryer.
refrigerator, air conditioner, shady lot and
garden spot. Married
couples only. Reasonable
rent for young couple with
proper references and
deposit. 492-8594 after 6
p.m.

BUSINESS RENTALS

WANTED

CLAYTONS
753-7575

•
Miwl
W.erebespos
Storage $pate
For Rest
7.53-47311
7
.
...A-7
1 7.1751.4rw."
E NT
2

23

EXTERMINATING

MUR-CAI.
APARTMENTS

Phew 753 34)21
24 MISCELLANEOUS
Western Flyer 10 speed
bicycle excellent condition $70.00. Call 7$9-9647.
Frigeradaire laundry
center washer and dryer
combination one year old.
Excellent condition. Call
753-7788.
House plants including
full
hanging baskets,
size bedspread with coordinated print drapes 7533442.
Slabs for sale bundled or
banded. You haul or we
will haul in 10o bundle
lots. Call Shomaker
Lumber Co. McKenzie
Tn. 901-352-5777, 7 to 5
after 5 901 352-3632 also
sawdust.

FOR SALE
IBM Copier, dependable, good condition
end currently under
maintenance contract.
large paper supply included. Call 753-2424
for more details.
71/2 horsepower DeWalt 3
ph. 3 Phase radial arm
saw. 753-5561.
Firewood
Order now and burn
seasoned wood this winter
436-2758.
Pork lifts new did-used
complete line of lifts for
every purpose. Datsun
and others. If you need a
lift give us a call 502 2374069.
Wood tor sate $25.00 a
rick. Call 489-2101 or 4892231.
Lombard chain saws and service. Stokes Tractor
Industrial Rd.
Wood, cut up slabs, $17.00
a rick. Call 753-8526.

The inside of this house is
like brand new. All new
bathroom, new wall to
'wall carpeting, nice lot.
Coleman Real Estate 7539898. Call us we also have
other rentals.
3 bedroom. bath den
With fireplace garage
references
deposit
$200.00. Strout Realty 7530186.

Nn Lwow

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

1, 2 1 3 bedroom volts hoe
5165.00 -ger no. HanScanned mil. Newly constec1ed atonal heal and air,

wooled, tattle appliances.
Office ken Not-fri 9*
1240 Now

Neateeed
Mwrat,1t.
502-759-4914
Eitel Nadia. OoperIetele

1 bedroom furnished
apartment for adults.
New paint and drapes. 2
blocks from hospital. No
pets. Lease and deposit
required. Call 753-9208
after 4 p.m.
Newly decorated one
bedroom apartment
$175.00 per month. Call
Spann Realty Associates
753-7724.
2 bedroom furnished or
unfurnished apartment.
753-87,30 before 5 p.m.
753-6965 after 5 p.m.
Equal Housing 1 and 2
bedroom apartment. Call
Murray Man& 7534(668.
Enjoy country a f
mowhere and convenience of town in a
Hamlet North Apartment. 2 bedroom town
houses available. 753 7559
or 753-7550.
1 bedroom loft apartment
gas heat,
really different and nice. Water
and cable included
S135110. 15E948.
Two bedroom apartrnetii
or rent, range, ovept
refrigerator, dishwasher
disposal, washer and
dryer hookup, air, carpet
No pets. One year lease
and $225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Phone
753-2622 or 753-3865.
. _

Two bedroom cottage, living room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.00 a
month plus utilities.
Deposit required. 502-436
5353.
Large house ideal for 3
boys or 3 girls also. Furnished apartment both
near university. Call 7532967 afteLS
__
Twe-houses near university,
$100.00 deposit,
$108.00 per month rent.
Call 753-6114 after 6 p.m.
3 bedroom house in Almo
Heights $275.00 month.
Phone 753-8411.

37. LIVESTOCK
SUPPLIES
Registered 14 horse for
. sale or 'lease. Call 5271096.
For Sale: Registered polled heretord bulls 8 to 20
months old. Herd T. B.
and Bangs -certified. Rex
Puryear,
Robinson,
Tn. Phone 901-247-5487.
2 registered polled
hereford cows and calves
436-2676.

38. PETS SUPPLIES I
Beautiful AKC registered
miriature, Schnauzer puppies will be ready for
Christmas deposit will
hold. Call 753-7791.
Six month old Black
Great Dane, full
pedigree, cropped ears,
fully obedience trained
Call Sal, 753-9101, 753.6527.
AKC MINIATURE
SCHNAUZER puppies.
Very healthy 6 weeks old.
Veterinary procedures
completed (ears not cropped). Arrangements
made for Christmas gifts
753-0726 after 5 p.m.

Ozark Log Homes
STOVE SHOP
Your only authorized dealer for

EMBERHEARTH
wood stoves, furnaces, inserts

121 Bypass Murray

753-6774

Firewood for sale $25.00
rick delivered. Call 436
2744 after 5 p.m.
Custom made rifle case,
slings, leather clothing.
Murray Leather Shop,
Dixieland Center. 759
9633.
Firewood and hay 435
4243.
Freezer: Sears 20 cu. ft.
model 29205 1 year old, • like new 5400 00 753 3006.
26 TV RADIO

Large

Selection
Used TV's
25" color $39.95
19" coJor, 13" col
or, 19''B/W

CLAYTONS
753-7575

RENT

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery.. Prescriptions ICity Limits

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St.(Across Fres Ceemeeeity Comte.)
.

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Open Neon

Mon., Tues., Titers., Fri., Sid.
1-12 - 753-3615

•
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PUBLIC SALE

43. Realrstate

FACIEST
NW SALE

AMESICU
LAIR
Hwy 45 North
5 Miles north of
Mayfield 1-247-3862
Now Open Thursday
10a m to 5 p m Friday
& Saturday 10 o m to 6
m

43. REAL ESTATE

Land
Needed
Land needed in
this area for
qualified buyers.
If you have been
thinking of selling
your land contact
B. G. Street 1901-388-5920 or
write B. G. Street
Land Co. Inc,
4410 Stage Road,
Memphis In.
38128.
TakeThis
Home...Elease!
flo kidding, owner

must sell. He's
been transferred
from Murray to
Omaha. He's leaving behind an
assumable loan.
Poor guy! We've
got every confidence this home
will sell within the
month. Three
bedrooms with
delightful decor,
beamed ceiling
greatroom, practical utility and
fenced yard provides home for
your family. Dial
753-1492 now.
HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN
or maybe even
closer

Row cropping,
livestock or a combination of both tobacco barn,
milkhouse, farrowing house, year
round spring-fed
creek runs through
the property into a
30-acre water shed
lake. Oh yes,
ladies, thenc is a
four bedroom
brick home
pampered by its
owners. What
more could you
ask? How 'about
financing you say?
We have that also
on this 293 acre
country estate.
Dial 753-1492 for
your personal
brochure on this
estate. After hours
dial 436-2166.

10IMA 1011s, REAMS®
12(X)Sycamore
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502)753-1492

PLEASING TO
THE EYE AND
TO THE
POCKETBOOK

Come see this
recently listed
three bedroom, 1bath brick home
with living room,
dining room,family
room, chain-link
fenced backyard,
large covered
wooden deck,
automatic garage
door opener, central gas heat and insulated to TVA

43

PRICED FOR QUICK
SALE Three bedroom
home in town on large
lot 150 x 106 This home
is neat and clean ready
toi move in Insulated
garage and fenced
backyard. Ideal invest
ment property convenient
to stores; could be zoned
commercial Talk to us
about financing. For
more information call
....SPANN REALTY
ASSOCIATES. 753 7724

Specifications to
help save on those

winter heat bills.
All this and priced
in the low $50's.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty
for all the details.
QUALITY AT A
REASONABLE
PRICE
Beautifully maintained three

bedrom, two bath
brick residence
with approximately
1600 sq. ft. heated.
Includes living
room, kitchen with
all the conveniences, and central gas heat.
Located in
Gatesborough Subdivision and priced
to sell? Phone 7531222, Kopperud
Realty, for real service in real estate.

=MEM

n

1.-BOYD-IWOR
REAL ESTATE
/SAN
Asmoupmme.
"PrefessimelSenices
With TN Friendlly Imam 1'
MOVE IN
TODAY

Five miles from
Murray on 1A2
acres, 2 bedroom,
bath, nice living
room, eat in kitchen, outside
storage. Check it
out at $26,500.
THIS IS IT
This newly listed
home offers size,
quality and location all at a
reasonable price!
Brick veneer, 4 ext r a large
bedrooms, with
huge closets, 2 full
baths, den with
fireplace, big kitchen/dinnette,
central gas heat
and air conditioning. Located in
Bagwell Manor
near shopping. An
unusually good
home at only
$66,900.00._

REAL ESTATE

BOYD-IRIORSREAL ESTATE
`eteieseienel Union
WM The Ferri,Teach

513 Beale St.
This neat 2
bedroom home,
electric heat,
carpeted, kitchen
appliances included. Perfect for
small family - you
can buy this and
pay less than rent.
Only 24,900. Less
than replacement
cost.
WHY PAY
RENT?

Vine St.-This
newly decorated,
newly carpeted 2
B.R. home has 2
fireplaces, one in
living room, one in
Rec Room in basement, central gas
floor furnace, air
conditioner,
draperies included.
Walking distance
to hospital,
downtown, shopping. New exterior
siding. Owner loss
your. gain at
$26,900.

701

ztaktoja
753-1222
FOR SALE
42 ACRES

Near Kentucky
Lake in the Ledbetter Church community is this
choice parcel of
wooded acreage.
Owner financing
available - very attractive terms.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty
for directions and
all other details.
FOR SALE
LARGE
COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
8000 square foot

concrete block
building in like new
condition. Central
heat and air,
loading dock, front
display - showroom
area, offices, and
large warehouse
area. Phone 7531222, Kopperud
Realty for all
details.

SERVICES

OFFERED SERViCEIOFFERED
K Tank Firewood for sale $30 00
Sept
Alexander
New 3 bedroom. 2 bon,
SPS.'
KE
JE
-DU11)1
S,STER
CKS.C
WRU
CA
Will cleat tiesemerlts at
built-in appliances must AVAILABLE FOR Cleaning Vacuum clean rick delivered Call 436
tics, oatioes. haul away
0118.0 down Take over Sell. 530. 000 Call 40
ed from your dr yew
1392
sold
Many
1310.
UNDER
11/n/ CaU43673e3
industrial. residential
reasonable payments and 2610.
daily through local
sakes at Sears ricive
thiS 2 bay shop with 2 2
or commercial 24 hour
I
sines
ant
Government
Call Sears 753 2310 for Wilt BiterIPIM haft sews
bedrCiOnl apatments will New well planned 3
service Cali PS3 5913
2 bath house 714 569 1241 for your
/
our (Plain saws and shin
free est.mute for '
be yours Let that shop bedroom 11
saws
pur
to
how
on
directory
MOBILE HOME needs
rdu ve always wanted be Very nice Call 753 3903
Ott 753 4656
24
underpinn
HRS.
chase
ANCHORS
yours Call Spann Realty
House for sale or trade for Mirpickup 3413 engine ing. roof's sealed. patio ALCOA ALUMINUM
Assoc 753 7724
house in Murray 3 good condition 5350.00 153- awnings, and house type SIDING or vinyl siding Ittoot Sanding g
roots for mobile hornet
finishing 3544)71
bedroom. 2 both fully 1736.
and trim Aluminum trrwS
753 1873 Jack Glover
_
carpeted. 15 acres of 1971 Ford T78-iirckup
Perdue & Thermion
for brick PIOUS'S Jack Carpenter
paneling
good Gutter ing by Sears Sears Glower 753 1673
large needs paint
tendable land,
leserence
etc 10 years experience
out building
barn
mechanically $7350.00 continuous gutters install
Reel Estate
ed per your spec ifiC• X & K Shonsp Removal 436 2/S3
oioway fronta= located Call 753-1780.
Seetkside Court Sq.
on Hwy. 1346 Call 437 1949 Chevrolet Jump hafts. Call Sears 753 7310 Do you need stumps
Don't put off getting yaw
for free estimate
4473
removed from yobr reed
Remy, Kentucky
truck 753 5.561
favorite SOla or chair
of
cleared
land
Asphalt driveways and or
753-4451
reupholstered because Of
47. MOTORCYCLES
10 GMC Van conversion. parking lOtt waled by Stumps? We can remove flse long welt for its
Fully customized with Sears. For free estImateS slumps up to 34" below return We offer one Week
1981 Honda 400 custom.
the GrOVild, leaving only service Also -fake ad
back rest and matching refrigerator, sink, stereo, call 753-2310.
Sawdust and chips Call vantage of our year end
helmet. Excellent condi couch (converts into
Concrete and blocks-Ind for free estimate Bab special Say you saw fn.'
bed), rally wheels
tion 436 2240.
custom paint and cap
brick. Basements, Kelm 435 4343 or Bob ad and save 150 00 on any
Custom made leathd talon chair,. 13,000 miles. driveways, sidewalks,and Kerner, Jr 435 4319
sofa and chair combine
jackets, trousers, hats. Reply ton,' 5014.
storm cellars. 20 years
lion Bill's Upholstery 104
Minor shoe repair. Mur- Surplus Jeeps, Cars. and experience and free Need work on your trees?
S 13th
ray Leather Shop, Dix- Trucks available. Many estimates. 753 5476.
snap
Topping, pruning,
1
KUL ESTATE
ieland Center. 759 9633.
sell for under $200.00. Call Automobile mechanic ing, complete removal 30 years experience
!
753-80118
312-742-1143 Ext. 2641 for Will do work on automatic and more Call &OVER'S Carpenter building and
48 AUTO SERVICES
additions
remodeling
information on how to and all gasoline engined TREE SERVICE.for pro
PoiP1.'
SerN, yrs
Call 436 2753
Compression engines for purchase.
trucks. All work done fessional free care 753
htt The rehdls Toler's:
sale. 396 327 350 283.
8536
guarantied. call 97 4.546
Roofing Hof • Tar. and
ON STATE
Super Cobra 428 390
SE RVICES OF FERE D,
Gravel Roofs Ask about
HOME
GENERAL
351C. Pontiac 428 OHC6.
LINE RD.
year guarantee ROO1S
383
Mopar 440
318 AAA CUSTOM MADE REPAIR IS years ex
Aluminum Senna CO
OFF 121 SOUTH
coated cold or hot ap
Stan- CABINETS, bookcases, perience. Carpentry
Automatics
vinyl
god
aluminum
A 300 acre farm on
plumbing
plications shingle rOCIts
dards
Changeovers. .music centers, etc. cncrete
custom trim
Reasonable 436 2566.
NO
Siding
sliding
roofing
removed and replaced
759 1739.
black top that is
JOB TO SMALL Free
work Retefence
Cell Complete roof and deck
well-suited for a
r o re s sFriN -ri estimates Days 474
Inc removed and replar
49 USED CARS
153.
painting,
l
paperhanging,
Will Id Bale
cttle operation.
2359 nights 474 2276.
Rdii roofing
ed
farm buildings, top, sides,
There are five
0689
shiogies in
fiberglass
APPLIANCE
SERVICE
or
Commercial
straight 4412
on
stalled
large grazing
E,
KENMOR
residential. Call Trenton
CARPET CLEANING
roof 1,33.50. Labor and
WHIRLPOOL
fields (20-60) acres
Farris. 759-1907.
All work
WESTINGHOUSE 20 Free estimates Satisfied material
in . each). Each
All your plumbing and air years experience, Bob references Vibra Vac guaranteed the proles
field has a pond
conditioning needs. Also by Hopper, Bob's Ap steam or quick dryclean stonals Yates Roofing Co
and fencing. Apdo carpentry, painting, pliance Service 203 S. 5th ing LEE'S CARPET 642 0158 call collect
• CLEANING,753-5827
roofing and concrete. All St. 753 4872 or 753 8886.
proximately 75
work done to Satisfaction
1977
So FREE COLUMN
acres is tillable.
Professional office and
753 2211.
Owner will conROOFING
building maintenance Labrador Retreiyer pop
Ford
Leaf Removal - Let T&D
sider financing.
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES daily or weekly Lee's pies 6 weeks oid 436 Pot}
Granada
Landscaping and Lawn
Carpet Cleaning 753 5827
Rofsinsecin. AN work
The property is
Maintenance take care of
Ghia.
Frost
goeiront••4.
also well-suited for
this troublesome task
Book Value SNOO.N
Estimates. Coll 759.
a subdivision.
quickly and efficiently.
1859 or 7534581.
Free estimates 759-1913
BARGAIN
Good condition,
Metropolis III. Hwy. 45 at the old
BUY
family
good
clean,
Every let and lost Saturday
Fairgrounds.
HoliBedroom,
2
car. Asking $2,300.
of each month. Storting Nov. 28.
day Trailer, 12x60,
/wok or
Call /53-6821 alter 5
HOCIIPS, Dogs, Chickens. Con, Trucks,
gas heat, central
ooytising to sell or trod..
electric air, fully
P.m.
In the afternoon the Race Track will be 0.** to,
furnished inhem, bock tidies. con & envois Hiss. now who
cluding apdo not being their own rides, er• provide. Then will
1967 Continental collecpliances. Twobee Chaperon on the track Everyone must follow
What
Know
You
Do
tors item. Excellent conowner, fully
the rules and obey orders
Vitamins To Take?
At 2 o'clock than will bee hon. rod•end at 2 30
carpeted, dition 436 2676.
1964 Corvair Monza antinice Those who eater will he eligible for
•
Posy
All
underpenned.
que in good running con
prise moony.
for $4,600.00.
dition. 472-2959.
(No Adults, phroso) a afternoon at fun and
•
for the younger A 'moll fee at the gate for
pleasere
Food
Your
1980 Citation sharp car
Combine
Do You
leech petrify and 25' to enter the gaht
44 LOTS FOR SALE $4600.00 753 9400.
Properly?
No one connected with any octivity are responsi
Approximately 44 acres
kil• for ony occident that could hoppen Everyone
on corner of Penny Rd
1978 Oldsmobile
responsible for theenselves rind then children on the
and Spring Creek church
or
Less
more
need
you
Do
property.(BE CAREFUL).
Door
4
Royal
Delta
489-2425.
Call
road.
Serixkly NO DRINKING or FOUL LANGUAGE
s?
?
Enzyme
Sedan, one owner,
Protein
or Ivey Other Information phone
46 HOMES FOR SALE

direAL ESTATE

46

HOMES FOR SAL

I

For
Sale

Trade Day
and Flea Market

The Nutrient
Deficiency Test

local car.

3 bedroom 'brick house
2
carpet throughout,
bath, large living room
and den, 2 car garage
with large storage room.
Call 489-2145 or 753-8394.
40 acres 2 mile highway
frontage Route 1346 next
to Irvin Cobb esort.
$48,000, $8000.00 down
owner financing. Will ac
cept boat or travel trailer
or trade in. Write Bill Ottesen Carbondale, III. or
call 618-549-3002 after 5
p.m.
A good buy at $14 900
1
4 BR
1 1/2 story
2 mile south of
1
bath /
2 acres.
Lynn Grove
Coleman R. E. 753-9898.

PURDOM'S
Oldsmobile

Pontiac
Cadillac
1406W. Main
753-5315
1976 Monte Carlo Landau
power
air condition
steering and brakes tilt
clock
radio
wheel
very sharp and in good
condition 753 7857.

1978 Fot'd Granada air
power steering and
brakes AM-FM radio
45 000
cruise control
Unique log home three miles good price needs
bedroom, central gas- 2 tires. 328-8649.
heat with full basement. 1972 MG red with black inAssumable loan. Call terior, perfect condition
PurdOm & Thurman 753-0708 767-4767.
Realty 753 4456.
1971 Chrysler New Yorker
'Home fora e by owner, local car loaded, ex
excellent
1505 Oak Dr.,
cellent condition priced
Condition, immediate reasonable 753-7394
possession. Three
bedroom brick over 1400 1976 Dodge Aspen SE one
sq. ft. living area. Fully owner,
small V-8
carpeted. Phone Paducah automatic
power,
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111 vinyl roof,
bucket
or after 5:00 p.m. 554- seats. cruise. Call 753
7580. Ask for Ken Adams. 7788.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28TH
10:00 A.M. Rein or Shine
CHOICE REAL ESTATE, GROCERY STOCK, STORE
FIXTURES, MODERN AND ANTIQUE FURNITURE,
LOTS OF SMALL ITEMS. WILL SELL THE OLD IMIS
STORE PLUS NICE LARGE LOT DOWN ON
RAILROAD IN OLD ALMO, KENTUCKY.
ONE OF CALLOWAY COUNTIES OLD LANDMARKS,
LARGE 2 STORY BRICK BUILDING WITH LARGE OPEN
STAIRWAYS, OPEN BALCONYS WITH FANCY HAND
RAILS IDEAL FOR FANCY COUNTRY RESTAURANT,
ANTIQUE SHOP, SLAVAGE STORE GROCERY OR
MANY OTHER USES LOT CONSISTS OF 1 TOWN
BLOCK WITH HIGHWAY ON FRONT, PAVED STREETS
ON OTHER 3 SIDES MUST SEE TO APPRECIATE ALSO
WILL SELL A NICE CLEAN FRESH STOCK OF
GROCERIES, ANTIQUE AND STORE FIXTURES, SHOW
CASES, BRASS CASH REGISTER ON A WALNUT
CABINET, FORTUNE PENNY SCALES. OLD ADVITURE
CLOCKS AND SIGNS, COOKIE AND CANDY JARS, OLD
FLOUR BARRELS, COMMERCIAL POPCORN POPPER,
OLD CAST IRON ITEMS, HORSE DRAWN PLOWS,
POCKET KNIVES, OLD DOLLS. DINNER BELL WICKER
STOOLS, FLAT IRONS BUTTER MILDS, ICE CREAM
BOX, WASHSTAND, JENNY LIND BEDS, SEWING
MACHINE, LOTS OF MODERN AND ANTIQUE FUR
NITURE, HEATERS, PICTURES, BABY FURNITURE
FANCY DINING CHAIRS, RECORD PLAYER, WATCHES
TRINKETS,GLASS AND CHINA ITEMS
IT WOULD BE HARD TO LIST ALL. Of THE ITEMS
REAL ESTATE WILL SELL WITH RESERVE AT 12 NOON
WITH 10% DOWN DAY OF SALE BALANCE WITHIN 30
DAYS OR ON RECEIPT Of DEED DETAIL ANNOUNCE
MENT DAY OF SALE

.Otto Chester's
Auction
Service
Information by calling
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898 or
435-4128
lanes Grove, Kentucky

Minerals?

LANDSCAPE & GARDENING
SIR VKI INC

Learn about this computer-age test
that answers these questions and
many More.

(618)524-3166 Metropolis or 554-11277 or night
Peelecels. Everyone We4com•• Charles Morris

Call Dr. Broeringmeyer 753-2513

AUCTION

AUCTION SALE
Auction Sole Satordoy Nov. 211 it 10
a.m., 1 mile off Hwy. 119 at the kite
Charlie Wtnn home. Turn on Hwy. 119
at Moody's Store witch for Auction
signs.

Furniture, appliances, tools,
antiques.

Auctioneer:
Shortie McBride No. 247

Auction
Sole
Sat., Nov. 28, 1981
10 a.m.
Tractors-Shop Tools
Equipment-Furniture Etc.
6 miles East of Cadiz, Ky. on King's
Chapel Rd. Between U.S. 684,272
Partial Listing Below, selling at absolute auction.
IH "M" Tractor (one owner), Cub tractor and belly
mower, Ford digger, IHC 46 balker, Sears 2650 por- •
table alt, 2 air compressors, hood tools, large
assortment shop tools, fair-bank scoles, tx,ot,
motor and troller, Milk. con, 2 iron kettles, 10 or
more stone jars, 14" plastic pipe, single trees and
double trees, briar hook, wood bbl, -2-1 0. wogon
ond frames, scolding tub, 4 section harrow, 3 pt. 2
row cult, pick up disk, Ford 2 row corn planter, 1
row planter, tobacco hiller. Ford mower, Ford
loader and fork and bucket, metal roofing lumber,
corn shelter, hay elevator and motor, Chet., pick up
rocks, log chains, anvil, vise, old 1 C motor, wagon
with gravity bed like new, brood axe, water tank, 2
old IH side rakes, 6" grain suoger-P.T.O., 3 old pull
type plows, ahoy elevator, steel wheel w000n and
frame, 3 pt. 2 bottom plow, old wheat drill,
Nitobacco setter, IH mower, Admiral refrig
Frigidaire dishwasher, ontique desk, 2 wooden
rockers, telephone table, 1 matching couch and
choir, love scat Makes bed, maple coffee table, old
dresser, maple table RACA stereo, wardrobe
NOTE This is well over a 50 year accumulation
of tools, callectables, primitives and etc. Make your
plans now to attend, Everything,sells, terms cosh,
Eddie Goode Estate, Owner, Millie Moe Johnston,
Ackninistratrix," Kent Korte Auctioneer, Rogers
_
Meredith Auctioneer

S. Dell Freeman
it. Auctioneer IL Real
Estate Broker
Cadiz, Ky. 522-3101
Not responsible for accidents

Attn: Mr. Former & Mr. Daoler
After Harvest Days
Consignment Form Mochinery
Saturday, December 5, 1981
10:00 A.M. - Rain or Shine

AT THE FAIRGROUNDS-MURRAY, AY
If you have rnoclhmery for solo or .5 you are .n need
of some good used machinery then mo4 your
colendor now and plan to attend th.s ouct•on"
The micties minmesty will her.. restremothethe
on its. ntionde TIturedery end Friday prim te
eactiees I. onsleed end cheek iii year iweeltielery

TRACTORS
870 Case Diesel, Pr Shift, "Clean'', 970 Case
chesiti, Pr Shift, "Nice", it So mf Diesel wrID..ois
1066 11HC wlDuois, 1,0e0 Hrs "Sharp", 574
Diesel, 434 14.s. , "Li. New", 5000 Ford Diesel
70/0 AC, Cab and Air, w/Duols. 1006 Hes
"Sharp-, 4020 John •Deere Mosel, 930 Cos•
Cr5enfort Kmg Memel, 966 114C Mosel, 730 Case
Comfort King Deesel, Cub Forman w/itchopment.
ON Ford, 806 INC Diesel, 1850 Oliver Diesel, 235
mF Diesel, 990 David Brown, H Formal!, Super A
Farman, M Farman, 160 AC Diesel

FIELD EQUIPMENT
John Deere 8 w 14' Wheel Disc, John ilkie
Anhydrous Applicator, I H C 510 Semi 5.16 Plow,
"Nice", 477 New Holland Hay Bine, "Nice", Mt
Hoy Rake, 124 MF Twine Tie Baler. "Nice", 513
Ford Hoy Rake, "LA* New". 5500 Heston Round
Bo*, "Like New", 1070 Heston Hay Bine, "L4.
New", 1HC 6 Row Planter, Hahn H. Boy, 1l-IC 14'
Disc, Dunham 14' Cult. Mulcherr, 263 Wh.te 19'
wolig Fold Disc, "LA. New" Mechanical 2 Row
Pull Tobacco Setter, "Nice", 114C 470 W.n9 Disc
5' Rotor, Cutter, it< II Tine Chisel Plow N.c•'
INC 4 Row Cultivator, "Real Nice". MF 3 Eh,
Plow, 2 Row 3 Pt Cultivator, Kewonee 19' Hyd
Fold Disc, "Like New", 3D3 Gollon Pull Type
SProver, AC 6 Row No T.j.) Planter, "Nice', AC 6
Row Cult...atm, 13' Chwel Plow, 15' Lily
"Like New", Soddl• Tanis

COMBINES
M 2 Gleaner diesel, Cob and A.. IS Floot•ng
Head, "E wail Sharp", A 630 Corn Head L •
New", 300 MT, Cob and Air, Quick Attach, 1060
Case vs/C_ab, 510 PO Diesel. Cab and A...
"Sharp", 414MT Corn Head, "Mice", 95 John Deere
wiCab, 410 MC w/Cab. "%poi Nice", 33 Aikt Corn

TRUCKS
1970 Ford 2 To,, w1Gusen Bed and Horst, 1974
Ford F 350 w/Growt bed, 1963 Ford 2 Ton v./Groin
1973 Ford 2 Ton
Bed and How, ond W
Grain Bed and 44orst 1974 Cindy* wit.inie Bed
1974 Chevy 2 Ton orldrom Bed

Cousigmets Accept:Mita Sale Tie
Equornent killed is only p portion of what will tw
offered for sate
SALE 15 SUBJECT TO ADDITIONS
AND DELETIONS"
TERMS: Smits, Coifs, Ceekkeir's Check or
.4 Meek. NO EXCEPTIONS
A
.
'

JAMES R. CASH
tots •UCTIONIfil
1 iterrt.coir
F•tiCY F•11,
o• 502 6236939
6231466
SO2
SELLING SuCCESSfut Sails lt SEvII•L ST•TIS

•
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Obituaries
Murrayan's
Mother Dies
In Accident

Maker's Mark Distillery Sold
To Detroit-Based Company

LORETTO, Ky. (AP)
— The sale of Maker's
Mark Distillery Inc., a
small, family-owned
firm, to Hiram Walker &
Sons Inc. is expected to
be completed by the end
of the year.
T. William Samuels Jr.,
president of the company, joined his father,
the 71-year-old founder of
the firm, in making the
announcement Tuesday.
The corporation and
shareholders have
agreed to the sale, they
said.
Terms of the sale were
not disclosed, except to
specify that the sale was
in cash. Industry
observers estimated the
value of the company at
$10 million to $15 million.
Hiram Walker, based
in Detroit, is one of the
world's largest distillers,
with operations in
Mozelle Carson, 59, Rt. Canada, Scotland,
1, Kirksey, died today France, Mexico and
at 12:35 a.m. at a
Hopkinsville hospital.
She was a member of
Kirksey Baptist Church.
She is survived by her
huusband, Fred Carson;
a daughter, Lena Flood,
Rt. 1, Kirksey; two sons, By SY RAMSEY
Jackey Carson, Rt. 1, Associated Press Writer
Murray, and Phillip CarFRANKFORT, Ky.
son, Rt. 1, Kirksey; three (AP) — Kentucky Power
ers,-Mf's. Dale (Zetra) Co. was correctly granted
Tucker, Rt. 1, Kirksey, a $7 million rate increase
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Minnie Brooks Canter.
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Survivors include her lege basketball team
husband, T. C. Wilcox; a went out of comtrol and
daughter, Fransuelle overturned on Interstate
Cole; a son, Glenn C. 75 near here Tuesday.
The team's head coach,
Wilcox; and three grandConnor, 58, of
James
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sons, Kevin Cole,
Cole, and Tim Wilcox, all Florence, was admitted
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Dorothea M. Daley
Lee, 7304 Tangelo Drive,
Louisville, died from injuries sustained in a
truck-car accident Monday at 10:15 p.m. on Fern
Valley Road, Louisville.
She is survived by a son
John T. Lee, Murray.
Services will be at 10
a.m. Thursday at
Highview Baptist
Church. Burial will follow
in Lexington Cemetery
with graveside rites at 10
a.m. Friday.
Miller & Close Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements, but visitation will be after 2 p.m.
today at Arch L. Heady
Funeral Home, 8519
Preston Highway,

Carson Dies
At Hospital

Argentina.
A company spokesman
said, however, that mass
production would not be
allowed to dilute the
distinctive Maker's Mark
name and character.
T. William Samuels Jr.
will remain as president
and will become chief executive officer, and also
will be a member of the
Hiram Walker & Sons
Inc. board of directors.
He said that as part of
the agreement, the firm's
50 employees will keep
their jobs, and all operations will remain as they
are.
"Hiram Walker provides an ideal match
since it has a history of
associations with familymanaged businesses. My
father and I feel very
positive toward Hiram
Walker, its management
and business
philosophy," he said.
"Our respective values

are very compatible."
A.E. Downing, president of Hiram-WalkerGooderham & Worts Ltd.,
Ontario, the parent of
Hiram Walker & Sons
Inc., said in a press
release, "We are impressed with the skill and
energy the Samuels
family has devoted to
building Maker's Mark
into a highly regarded
premium brand, and we
ourselves are committed
to premium brands.
"We intend to maintain
the high quality and
distinctive character of
Maker's Mark and under
no circumstances will we
want to allow a mass production connotation to be
associated with the
brand," he said.
Hiram Walker's principal international
brands include Canadian
Club, Ballantine's Scotch
Whisky, Courvoisier
Cognac, Kahlua, Tia

Supreme Court Rules
Power Company Grant

Helen Wilcox
Dies Tuesday

But the Court of Appeals overturned the $7
million increase and
Kentucky Power appealed to the state's highest
court.
"We recognize without
question that it is not a
judicial function to fix
utility rates and that a
public regulatory agency
must have broad latitude
in the conduct of its proceedings," the Supreme
Court said Tuesday.
"It is, however, the
right and duty of the
court to protect parties
who are subject to the
authority of such an agency from arbitrary and
capricious treatment . . .
Even a public utility has
some rights."
The Supreme Court
said that Kentucky
Power "had been wooled
around long enough" and
the only question was
whether the PSC rates
would accomplish the intended result.
"The circuit court did
not set any rates or direct
the commission to
authorize those submitted by the company," the
justices said. but merely

determined that the PSCprescribed rates would
fall $4 million short of
producing the $7 million.
In a Louisville case, the
Supreme Court by 6-1 set
aside the conviction and
life term of Daniel J.
Hayes, who was found
guilty of the murder of
Victor White.
White was shot and killed on a street corner Oct.
28, 1979, but not until 10
months later did police
link Hayes with the
slaying.
In a statement to officers, Hayes said the victim talked to him through
secret powers, projected
his image to him and
threatened him.
"The evidence does
strongly indicate that
(Hayes) has been the
victim of chronic mental
illness," the justices said,
adding that a psychiatrist
testified Hayes was suffering from paranoid
schizophrenia.
It overturned the verdict on the ground that
the murder instruction by
a Jefferson circuit court
judge was improper, and
ordered a new trial.

Maria and Drambuie.
The Samuels family
has been in the distilling
business since before
Prohibition. William
Samuels Sr. purchased
the Loretto, Ky.,
distillery is 1953 for the
production of Maker's
Mark. The immediate
family owns about 80 percent of the firm.
But Samuels said,"The
excise tax is a problem,
something we had been
fearing for years."
He said the Reagan administration's threat to
double excise taxes on
alcoholic beverages did
not bode well "for a company with one egg in one
basket."
The company does not
disclose sales or earnings, but annual depletion
sales (wholesaler to
retailer) are estimated at
about 125,000 cases a
year, and growth is 8 to 10
percent a year.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service November 25, 1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 6 Buying
Stations
Receipts: Act. 401 Est. 350 Barrows 84 Gilts 1.25-1.50 higher Sows
mostly steady
842.25-42.75
US 1-2 210-240 lbs.
841.50-42.50
200-2101bs.
$42.00-42.50
US 2210-250 lbs.
841.00-42.00
US 2-3 250-270 lbs.
Sows
834.00-35.00
US 1-2270-350 lbs
834.00-36.00
US 1-3300-450 lbs
$36.00-39.00
US 1-3450-500 lbs
few
00.40.00
$39
lbs
500-650
US 1-3
41.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs... 833.00-34.00
Boars 29.00-32.00

UNDEFEATED — The Calloway County Middle School football team, along
with the school's cheerleaders, received a cake during a dance to celebrate its
undefeated season.

Judge
Seeks Office
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Jefferson Circuit
Judge Charles M. Leibson filed his candidacy
papers Tuesday for the
office of state Supreme
Court Pistice.
In a release, Leibson
saki more than 300 Jefferson County attorneys
have signed petitions urging him to seek the office,
"pledging their active
support if I should seek
election."
Elections for Supreme
Court justice will be held
next May and November.
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Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Tele
Chrysler
Ford
G.A F
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Heublein
I.B.M.
Jerico
Kmart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wendy's
C.E.F. Fund

KC=
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

'79 Ford 2 Ton Grain Truck
New Omaha, 16 ft bed and hoist, power steeriny
and air, 53.000 miles

$10,500.00

-DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
753-2617 (11

Excluding Work Shoes
Work Clothes Which
Will Be 10% Off

Don't worry about what to say. Just make
it genuine, simple, sincere. And be
a good listener. By your very
presence you tell the bereaved
they are not alone in
their one.
he J. H Churchill Funeral Home is backed by 95 years of reliable
omily service Allow us to help you in your r,rne of need
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Downtown Across From The Bonk of MIHTO
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753-2111

Santa has
to
early
come
I
Byrons Pharmacy
with a 14K Gold
Sale
On Saturda
November 28th
10:00 a.m.-5:00

In today's world, you owe it to yourself to
explore all possibilities of saving money.
Ask us about ways to fund
-iunerals for the future
Get the full funeral funding
story

Home"
P. 0. Box 144 Hazel, Ky.
4924758
4
1

DISCOUNT PHARMACY
506 N. 12th Olympic Plaza

753-2380
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Settle-Workman

can)cu not afford it.?

Miller Funeral
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Team Vehicle Crashes
Kentucky State Police.
Two other coaches and 18
players were injured, but
each was released.
The accident forced
cancellation of Thomas
More's Tuesday night
basketball game at Centre College in Danville.
A coach, who was not
identified, was driving at
the time of the mishap,
the school's publicity
department said.
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J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Tommy Welkor-Owner

!, GM1 641S.
Murray

GISP(ERAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

WHAT
DO I SAY
AT THE
FUNERAL?

01 S. 3rd

Gf41 QUALITY
%WIC* PARTS
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